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We Will Have A Truly
American President Again!
Greatest Televised Night In Decades
As Millions Watch Leftist Media
Have Meltdowns Live On-Air!
Meaningless Celebrities Make Idle
Promises To Leave The Country!
Leftist Foreign And Domestic
Vermin Take To The Streets In
Violent Fits of Rage!

“Lovin’ Every Minute Of It!”

Not YOUR President? This is probably not YOUR country either, snowflakes.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
By Sid Secular, Managing Editor

IT’S ONE MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT
The brutal and overwhelming fact is that Whites are
slowly descending into oblivion. All the trends are
against us: It’s reached the point where -– in their minds
-- our end is justified by their means.

laborators known as RINOs caved under the threat of being labeled “racist” if they had opposed him.
In Europe, some resistance to this unprecedented invasion is developing in the form of minor scuffles, petty
vandalism, and burning down refugee holding pens, done
when the buildings were empty in order to avoid real injury. A small number of invaders are randomly being returned to their nations of origin.

We idealize our brave ancestors—real White men who
actually fought their enemies, with or without weapons
in their hands. Now, even the police are vilified (and assassinated) for using justifiable force against feral ghetto
residents and other swarthy criminal invaders.

The only exception to this are some really black Africans
and Algerians and Moroccans, who are correctly recognized as bottom feeders looking for handouts, and not
legitimate refugees. 80% of the invaders are just such
“economic migrants” with no marketable skills.

Right now, the White race is facing an extinction event in
their homelands due to the abolition of natural borders
and the suspension of anything resembling immigration
laws. Here in the USA, we’re basically doing nothing to
prevent our own genocide. At least at the moment, we
think we have Donald Trump to do battle for us. He’s
awakened long suppressed residual instincts in us.

Several Eastern European countries are holding the line
and keeping the invaders out, a task sometimes requiring
as many as three parallel fences to do the trick. These
are people who have not lost their instinct for survival,
and don’t want their cultures adulterated.

Europe seems like a buffer but it won’t be for long with
Muslim terrorists entrenched everywhere and waiting for
the signal to create havoc. The so-called terror attacks to
date are but mere pinpricks compared to the big dirty
bomb and chemical or biological assaults to come. Meanwhile, Muslims are literally beheading priests at the altar
and stabbing and slashing White people with knives on
the streets of Europe.

The invaders are often forced to find other means of access, such as soft-hearted Italians with equally soft heads,
who pluck large numbers of invaders from their improvised “vessels” found in coastal waters, and invite them
to reunite with the invading forces already landed.
European authorities (many as spineless and traitorous as
our own,) have swung into action to arrest and imprison
many Whites who dare to criticize the invaders on social
media. German citizens are sitting in jail cells for saying
unkind things about Angela Merkel on Facebook. Germans are being forced to provide social services to migrants and to “quarter” them in their own residences. In
Britain, people have been arrested for posting comments
critical of Prime Minister Teresa May or demanding implementation of Brexit.

Adherents of this “religion of peace and tolerance” are
also busily raping women by the thousands, with the stated intention of impregnating their victims with brown
babies in order to pollute and destroy our bloodlines:
That’s what the ISIS terrorists are claiming in their own
media and websites. They have historic precedent for
these outrages, and they think in terms of centuries and
long-term goals, not the latest fashion trends.
We are no longer waiting for the balloon to burst: It already did so when America’s answer to Third World dictatorship abolished our borders with the stroke of his pen
on November 20, 2014. The spineless quislings and col-

We respond to all of this with symbolic acts, such as
posting pictures of guns, Vikings, SS men, and Confeder(Continued on page 6)
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any genuine risk or inconvenience. Unless there is an
abrupt, meaningful change in our course, we will become
extinct like the dodo bird or passenger pigeon.

One Minute to Midnight (Continued from page 5)

ate soldiers or flags, or racialist T-shirts with runes and
similar symbols. This is probably the only war in history
where only one side is really fighting. Aside from a few
shouted words, a bit of scuffling initiated by the “bad
guys,” and setting fires in empty buildings, there is little
“push-back” from our side.

This is an incitement to change, but not to engage in violence or criminal activity. The Dylann Roofs of this world
do the cause immeasurable harm, and provide the Corrupt Leftist Media with ammunition they couldn’t have
purchased, invented or manufactured.

The invaders appear perfectly content, except to gripe
about the food they’re served, or not being supplied with
the latest cell phones. This absence of an appropriate
response is the result of 50 years of leftist indoctrination,
which has emasculated White males, who have become
cowed by the twin stigmas of slavery and “white privilege.”

It is obvious that the only way there can be change in this
putrid society is for us to get off our asses and physically
change things. Whatever must be done to recover White
control of some portion of the Earth must be done now.
It cannot be done through the usual political methodology. You must participate in political, social, and economic
resistance in some form other than words, although
words are a necessary adjunct to physical action.

Apparently, even issues involving our very survival as a
race are inadequate to move us to forcibly resist. Maybe
it requires the accumulation of thousands of not-so-petty
injuries and injustices to ignite a fire under us. Perhaps a
dismal lack of job prospects -- such as being forced to live
in your parents’ basement or being forced to deliver pizzas 3 nights per week -- will do the trick.

This participation can be anything, and it doesn’t have to
be direct action. You must transform yourself into the
kind of man or woman your great-grandfather would admire. We can’t afford to slough things off with glib excuses and rationalizations such as “Things have to get
worse before they can get better.” This truism may apply to alcoholics, but it does not apply to civilizations.

Unfortunately, the increasing drug epidemic among lower and middle class Whites is dulling our senses and
sense of outrage, and militating against any resistance or
reaction. The dissolution of White family life is due to a
number of problems generated by trying to survive in a
society that is increasingly sick, unhinged, and unnatural,
and this also militates against meaningful, coordinated
action.

A simple, legal thing you can do is kick in $10 per month
to an action oriented organization such as the Council of
Conservative Citizens, the Traditionalist Worker Party, or
The American Freedom Union. You won’t miss one less
six-pack of beer a month, right? Beyond that, you have to
leave worthy nationalist organizations with sizeable bequests in your will, and do it now before you forget. The
other charities you are inclined to favor with your bequests have thousands of supporters and can get along
without you.

Growing up in the 50s and 60s, I don’t remember a single
divorced couple or single-parent family (let alone a homo
“family”) in our circle of acquaintances, even in the New
York City suburbs.

You must support the White nationalist movement with
something besides words and playing with keyboards.
Your involvement should include direct interactions with
Caucasian human beings, if possible: That type of involvement, where you actually look into someone’s eyes, has
almost ceased in the world of social media and the internet, and has resulted in the increasing isolation of the
White male from society, especially with our increasing
isolation from women of our race.

Many years ago, a Hungarian freedom fighter who fought
the Soviet tanks in 1956 with a few Molotov cocktails,
said to a White nationalist, “you are trying to fight the
greatest evil humanity has ever known with nothing but
words, and that is why you will fail.” So it has come to
pass.
For over 70 years, with a few notable exceptions, we
have been attempting to secure the existence of our people and a future for White children with nothing but
words. One crusade after another has tried the same,
tired methods, and foundered on our refusal to undergo

While you’re at it, unplug the TV and use that saved time
for social activities and meeting with other activists.
(END)
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President’s Column

LESSONS FROM TRUMP’S VICTORY
By Earl P. Holt III
There are still enough decent and honorable people in
this country to offset the individuals engaged in raping,
pillaging and subverting America in the name of “social
justice,” “multiculturalism,” egalitarianism, Zionism, or
some equally phony and misguided variant of Marxism.

conspired with the Corrupt Leftist Media to ensure that
Hillary was nominated, and the two worked hand-inglove with each other to produce such a result.
The revelation that Donna Brazile fed debate questions
to Hillary Clinton before her televised debates – and the
ongoing conspiracy between the Democrat National
Committee and the Clinton Campaign -- proves a level of
corruption that every conservative in the United States
has recognized for decades. The Corrupt Leftist Media
has truly been exposed as biased, dishonest and contemptible heirs to PRAVDA, TASS and THE DAILY WORKER, just as we always knew them to be.

However, Donald Trump’s stunning victory is merely the
first in what is certain to be a protracted series of skirmishes and larger battles. The task of saving this great
nation from the devastation wrought by Marxist and Zionist traitors cannot be accomplished overnight, and will
require a sustained effort through many election cycles.
TRUE “DEMOCRATS”

Moreover, it shouldn’t come as a surprise to any honest
person that there is nothing “democratic” about the
“Democrat” Party. The so-called “Democrat” Party is really America’s “New Marxist Party,” having made the Communist Party of the United States superfluous, by virtue
of stealing every issue the CPUSA ever held near and
dear.

One thing is certain: The GOP is infinitely more
“democratic” than the New Marxist Party, often mistakenly referred to as “Democrats.” Our bare-knuckle Republican Primary was not “fixed” -- as the “Democrat”
Primary was -- and produced a nominee who was victorious despite being opposed by elitist and traitorous elements within his own party.

MOUNT RUSHMORE

Donald Trump was nominated by the Republican Party’s
rank and file, not its elitist “Donor Class” or timid
“Establishment”: This resulted in the nomination of an
outsider, and one who vowed to “drain the swamp” of
Washington corruption and cronyism. Trump’s candidacy
differed dramatically from those of the usual cowards,
quislings and collaborators the GOP “Establishment” prefers to nominate.

Rush Limbaugh correctly called this election for Trump,
because he never allowed himself to be distracted by
phony “push-polls,” designed to discourage Trump voters
and encourage members of the New Marxist Party to
vote early and often (or from their grave).
Like Rudyard Kipling’s “If,” Rush never lost his head,
“…while all those about him were losing theirs.”

For decades, an army of Republican National Committee
(RNC) consultants preached the need for GOP candidates
to reach out to traditionally Democrat voters, such as
blacks, Hispanics and union members. Trump did exactly
this, but was denounced by the Republican Establishment and its “Donor Class” anyway, revealing their true
agenda to be maintaining their own power and influence.

For many months, Rush eschewed what he referred to as
the “conventional wisdom” of pundits from both sides,
arguing that conventional wisdom is really just the misapplication of old “playbooks” from the past. It was Rush
who recognized that old playbooks were useless in such
an unconventional election, and correctly predicted
Trump’s victory.

The 2016 GOP Primary stands in stark contrast to the
“Democrat” Primary, which we now know with certainty
was rigged from the very beginning to nominate Hillary
Clinton, the Organized Crime candidate. The DNC even

Unfortunately, most Republicans in Congress made the
mistake of listening to the RNC’s “Prophets of Conventional Wisdom” rather than to Rush. These RNC consult(Continued on page 8)
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Soviet Union, our “Political Class” consists of elitists from
both parties, united in their desire to retain power and
feather their own nests. All have completely lost sight of
the fact that the American People are “sovereign,” not
some self-anointed Political Elite.

President’s Column (Continued from page 7)

ants converted most Republican Congressmen into the
geldings who rubber-stamped Obama treason for eight
years. A thorough house cleaning at the RNC and the
Republican Congressional Caucus is long overdue.

For many decades, this Political Elite has misguided both
domestic and foreign policy in pursuit of fawning “puffpieces” from the Corrupt Leftist Media, who in turn, are
the PR firms and cheerleaders for Zionism and international socialism. Each has done grave harm to both the
Constitution and to the fabric of our political and cultural
institutions.

Here are some examples of the kind of “Conventional
Wisdom” these Prophets were paid large sums to disseminate to Republican office-holders and the GOP rank
and file:
The GOP must embrace amnesty for illegal aliens, to
avoid offending Hispanic voters; Republicans must avoid
negative campaigning; The GOP must abandon its ProLife platform to attract female voters; Republican candidates must embrace “bipartisanship”; And, most pernicious of all, Republicans must move to the left in order to
attract “Independents.”

George Orwell once remarked that “some ideas are so
absurd that only an intellectual could believe them.”
Looking at the conventional wisdom held dear by our
Political Elite, one is obliged to give Orwell long overdue
credit.

In truth, such “wisdom” was actually disinformation concocted by the Corrupt Leftist Media, which was then parroted by political consultants on both sides until it eventually became the perceived wisdom of the political class.

One particular notion held dear by our Political Class is
that “multiculturalism” is beneficial to a dynamic American economy and culture, which is their motivation for
amnesty and open borders. Few seem to recognize that
all this does is attract the dregs of the Third World, most
of whom immediately get on welfare, as 71% of all Hispanic Immigrant families have done.

Why the GOP’s mortal enemies would offer their sincere
advice in order to benefit the GOP is apparently a question none of them ever had the sense to ask.

However, the one thing our Political Class is skilled at is
insulating itself from the ravages of its own failed policies. After all, the children of our “Political Class” need

THE “POLITICAL CLASS”
More than anything, Trump’s election is a repudiation of
the past 50-year rule by our self-anointed “Political
Class.” Like the “Nomenklatura” who ruled the former

(Continued on page 9)

The Political Cesspool is an award-winning broadcast that can be heard on our
flagship station, AM 1600 WMQM in Memphis, Tennessee, and via the Liberty
News Radio Network’s internet stream, affiliate stations, and shortwave / satellite
network. Go to thepoliticalcesspool.org to listen live over the internet.
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The Framers correctly recognized that the Electoral College ensures that voting irregularities in any given state
are essentially contained or “quarantined” within that
state’s borders, and not permitted to “spill over” and nullify legitimate votes from other states.

President’s Column (Continued from page 8)

never compete with immigrants for employment or academic opportunities, just as our Political Class need never
live in the squalid barrios and ghettos their policies have
created.

For example, there was certainly massive voter fraud
committed by Illegal Aliens in places such as California,
New York, and Illinois. Although these fraudulent votes
may have produced victories for the New Marxist Party
within the borders of each of these states, nevertheless,
their influence on the General Election was limited to the
number of Electoral Votes each state possessed, which
were predetermined by the 2010 Census.

Needless to say, the children of our Political Class will
always be welcome to attend Sidwell Friends, and will
never be bused to violent and heavily-integrated schools
to achieve “racial balance.”
Our scheming and devious Republican members of the
Political Class revealed their true priorities in this election, as well: Their number one agenda was to hold onto
their positions, power and sinecures.

If the U.S. ever makes the mistake of abolishing the Electoral College – and elects the President by Popular Vote - states such as New York or California could easily swing
the Presidency with tens of millions of illegal votes.

THE FRAMER’S GENIUS
Finally, credit must also be given to the genius of the
Framers of the Constitution, whose wisdom clearly benefited from Divine Guidance when conceiving The Electoral College.

Voter fraud is unquestionably one of the New Marxist
Party’s electoral strategies: However, thanks to the
Framers and their conception of an Electoral College,
such a corrupt electoral strategy is minimized by our current system. (END)

HOW TO WRECK A GREAT CIVILIZATION
First Step: "Deconstructing" a Nation's Economy
By Tom Conway
If there is a recipe for destroying a society -- for bringing
its roof down on the heads of its occupants -- one of the
first steps is to spend it into bankruptcy. Once a society's
financial system is destroyed by conspiracy or incompetence, the rest of that society will begin to collapse, pillar
by pillar.

Because this arrangement penalizes those who work,
save and take risks – while rewarding the indolent – it
shrinks the ranks of the former, while swelling the ranks
of the latter. Eventually, the inevitable and onerous tax
burden makes everyone poorer. Winston Churchill once
said, "Socialism is a philosophy of failure, the creed of
ignorance, and the gospel of envy. Its inherent virtue is
the equal sharing of misery."

As any spendthrift knows, insolvency is easy for individuals to achieve and only slightly more complicated for nations. Historically, many nations have achieved destitution by embracing and promoting socialism, a form of
government in which taxation is relentlessly used to penalize those who create wealth, after which, what remains is redistributed to supporters of those in power,
perpetuating the status quo.

This was a warning worth heeding, yet despite the visible
wreckage of socialist experiments the world over, Britain,
America and other Western nations plunged headlong
into "the equal sharing of misery" like moths to the
flame.
(Continued on page 10)
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than any economic collapse, and some even believe an
economic collapse may provide the opportunity for salvation to emerge.

How to Wreck (Continued from page 9)

Ironically, in the West, socialism is no longer introduced
by external forces headquartered in places like Moscow
and Havana: Instead, it is aggressively promoted from
inside, as these nations are “reinvented” from within. Almost half the U.S. population now receives some
form of public assistance, a reality that was unthinkable
just two generations ago. We have gone from a thrifty
and self-reliant stock to one in which every second person relies on some form of government handout. Over
time, these handouts have swelled into huge
"Entitlement" programs, whose funding requirements
have generated a $19 Trillion National Debt.

This is pure folly: It is more likely the approaching collapse will empower those who promote a socialist “New
America.” Just as the Great Depression consolidated
Franklin Roosevelt's march into centralized planning,
such a catastrophe would be used by socialism’s proponents as “proof” that Capitalism is no longer able to function. As Obama’s Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel stated in
2008, "Never let a disaster go to waste."

In comparison to our own approaching economic calamity, the Depression of the 1930s may measure up as a picnic. Moreover, accompanying the misery and wreckage
will be a redistribution of wealth unparalleled in human
history.

Already, nearly one out of every four dollars spent by the
U.S. Government must be borrowed -- often, from foreign nations -- instead of being raised by taxes. As other
nations become wary of our debt, they also become wary
of the U.S. dollar, which is used as a “reserve currency”
for transactions all over the world. As the dollar becomes
more suspect, it is increasingly diminished in value. As it
lessens in value, the Feds have resorted to a variety of
measures best described as “legerdemain,” to delay the
inevitable.

This post-apocalyptic landscape may seem far-fetched,
until we reflect on the unlimited corruption and immorality of the people who currently lead us. Some have absolutely no sincere interest in the welfare of their fellow
citizens, as their behavior repeatedly illustrates. In 2013,
with over 90 million Americans unemployed, many U.S.
politicians of both parties worked enthusiastically to formulate legislation to create amnesty for 11 million illegal
immigrants, and for legal immigration to double from
one million to two million annually.

A time of economic instability is on the horizon, because
in the near future we will have difficulty merely paying
the interest on our $19 Trillion National Debt. At some
point, a cataclysmic devaluation of the dollar must certainly occur, along with a general collapse of the economy. This will be accompanied by spiraling inflation similar
to that seen in Weimar Germany. And if our debt woes
do not portend an economic disaster, then we will have
miraculously escaped the fate of every other nation
throughout history that has similarly spent and borrowed
its way into financial ruin.

By some estimates, this new legislation would have permitted 33 million Third World immigrants to enter the
U.S. in the first decade following the enactment of this
legislation. The goal of its supporters was not to create
jobs for chronically unemployed Americans, but instead,
to import an endless stream of cheap labor to please the
Republican Party's corporate donors, while importing a
cheap supply of voters for the Democrat Party’s socialist
agenda.

It is far likelier that our entire national monetary system
will implode and, for the purpose of emphasis, it is not an
implosion that can be forestalled indefinitely by printing
more money and manipulating interest rates. A devastating day of reckoning is at most only several years
ahead of us, and it will almost certainly reduce the U.S.
economy to a financial wasteland.

This legislation would have devastated employment prospects for tens of millions of Americans – and in particular, for the black community – yet, there was only silence
from most of the politicians who routinely claim to champion the underclass. It demolished any pretense that our
politicians represent the interests of the American people.

Some naïve Americans, loyal to the old free market system and the Old America of their childhoods, actually
pray for such a calamity, in hopes that it might derail the
One World socialist state envisioned for us. They correctly believe that such a system will be even more terrible

( Step 2: Destroy Its Government, Institutions and
Founding Principles - In The Next Issue! )
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THE NEW MARXIST PARTY HATES REAL AMERICANS
By Earl P. Holt III
We are indebted to Wiki Leaks for its recent revelation -found in “hacked” e-mails from Hillary’s Campaign Manager, John Podesta -- that Hillary has developed an increasing contempt for “everyday Americans.” This should
come as no surprise to any intelligent person.

those grand “Utopian” schemes they have envisioned for
us.
In truth, however, we know only too well what they have
in store for us: Any history of the 20th Century reveals a
long record of bodies and disasters that mark this “Road
to Serfdom,” as Nobel Laureate Frederich Hayek christened it in his book of that title.

Hillary’s contempt for normal Americans is simply a mirroring of the prevailing attitude most members of the
New Marxist Party (sometimes mistakenly referred to as
“Democrats,”) have toward all decent Americans.

Our would-be masters have piled disaster upon catastrophe for almost 50 years: Yet most are too ignorant,
stupid and dishonest to acknowledge that the path they
envision for us is the same one responsible for the murder of 100 million innocent souls in the 20th Century,
alone. It is the path that leads to Mao, Stalin, Castro,
Hitler, Pol Pot, Kim Il Sung, Idi Amin, Robert Mugabe,
and Bokassa.

The New Marxist Party hates Christians, white people,
Republicans, heterosexuals, patriots, conservatives,
small business owners, the law-abiding, Constitutionalists, home-schoolers, Second Amendment supporters,
Libertarians, the self-employed, the self-reliant and
those who despise Marxism in all its treasonous forms.
Such inferior and unenlightened types as ourselves are
often referred to as residents of “fly-over country,” and
dismissed accordingly as toothless dwellers of trailer
parks. This characterization has been formulated and
perpetuated by the New Marxist Party’s cheerleaders
and PR firms, often mistakenly referred to in this country
as “the news media.”

Another lesson to be learned from a history of the 20th
Century is this: The New Marxist Party is perfectly capable of screwing-up the Rock of Gibraltar and then, afterwards, granting itself endless awards and recognition for
its kind and humanitarian intentions.
For example, abortion is about as close to a religious sacrament as most members of the New Marxist Party will
ever observe. Thanks to the efforts of the New Marxist
Party, even a baby brought to full term can be murdered
with a pair of scissors, and its body parts sold to ghoulish
“researchers.”

Meanwhile, the New Marxist Party is quite enamored
with its own intriguing mix of constituencies: These include black cop-killers, atheists, every variety of homo,
Muslims of any kind, welfare recipients, Illegal Aliens,
organized crime figures like the Clintons, the dregs of
the Third World, Jewish Bolsheviks, Marxists of any
stripe, union thugs, abortionists, black criminals in general, and pretty much any loser who despises the U.S.
Constitution, free enterprise, Rule of Law and the Ten
Commandments.

Paralleling their enthusiasm for abortion is the New
Marxist Party’s equally fervent opposition to capital
punishment. Clearly, their compassion is reserved exclusively for savage murderers, but is NEVER extended to
the innocent Unborn. In their minds, it’s America’s murderers who need rescuing.

However, the REAL basis for the New Marxist Party’s hatred of us is that we and our guns are just about the only
deterrents still standing in the way of their grand scheme
to impose a one-world socialist state upon us, run by
“enlightened” and “superior” folks such as themselves.

Similarly, there are now about 96 million unemployed
Americans, with the vast majority no longer even looking
for work. Yet, the Holy Grail of the New Marxist Party is
amnesty for the 40 million illegal foreign nationals already here: In addition, they want open borders to enable the dregs of the Third World to immigrate here and

They genuinely believe that the rest of us are too simple
and ignorant to appreciate and understand the genius of

(Continued on page 12)
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who built Versailles, all of which have combined to
effectively destroy inner-city public education.

New Marxist Party (Continued from page 11)

further swell the ranks of the impoverished and unemployed.
Another example of the damage inflicted on this country
by the New Marxist Party is their near-total destruction
of the black nuclear family. Black illegitimacy is currently
around 80% nationwide, and over 90% in the large, urban
areas. Prior to the emergence of the welfare state in the
mid-1960s, black illegitimacy was around 20%.

These include dumbed-down curricula, Federal CourtOrdered “Desegregation,” the charade known as
“Common Core,” the “No Child Left Behind” law, a
“White Privilege” curriculum, a “multicultural” curriculum, “affirmative-action” for teachers and administrators,
“math with no wrong answers,” and a variety of other
fraudulent and destructive policies, each of which has
widened this racial achievement gap.

The New Marxist Party has thrown $23 Trillion at
“Urban Welfare Spending” to bribe the black underclass
into supporting them electorally. This has made black
male head-of-households largely superfluous: They
were driven from the home and into a form of exile
where crime, alcohol, drugs and other vices were far
more seductive than gainful employment.

Meanwhile, in the area of national security, they never
found a communist spy they couldn’t defend, even long
after his guilt was proved conclusively: Moreover, they
always sided with our mortal enemies whenever an
American politician actually showed some courage and
actively resisted expansion by the Soviets or their proxies.

This has turned our large urban areas –- once considered
the “gems” of our civilization -- into violent, savage
wastelands of drugs, alcoholism, violence, crime, prostitution, unemployment, vandalism and hopelessness.
There was no way out of this cycle of despair except education: But then, the New Marxist Party subverted that,
as well.

Likewise, the New Marxist Party transferred Trillions of
dollars in agricultural loans and subsidies to the Soviets,
allowing this mortal enemy to divert resources away
from its stagnant agricultural sector, and help build the
largest and most aggressively expansionist military in
modern history.
These are just a few examples of the treasonous, traitorous, incompetent, and destructive nature of the New
Marxist Party, and how it has gone about diminishing and
subverting this once great nation in pursuit of its dream
of one-world socialist rule.

Using the demonstrably lower levels of black academic
achievement as evidence of “de facto” race discrimination, the New Marxist Party embarked on a crusade to
“bridge” this racial achievement “gap” in the public
schools.

There should be little confusion among “everyday Americans” as to why we will and must continue to resist the
treasonous schemes and conspiracies of the Marxist and
criminal enterprise known as the “New Marxist Party”.
(END)

While studiously ignoring the irrefutable evidence of
lower average black I.Q.s as the true cause of such disparities, they offered a variety of “panaceas” which
were costly beyond the wildest dreams of the Bourbons
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ATTACKING “THE THIN BLUE LINE”
By Thomas Conway
"Blatantly irrational behavior is rapidly being established as the norm in almost every
area of human endeavor...Americans know something without a name is undermining
the nation, turning the mind mushy when it comes to separating truth from falsehood
and right from wrong." -- Martin Gross
Yes, indeed, but how many among us fully comprehend
that our enemies' intent is to destroy us? When the forces of evil set out to collapse a civilization, they begin by
assaulting its institutions and icons and traditions -- the
ones that make it strong -- yet most of our fellow lemmings are oblivious to today's unending assaults on all of
these things in America.

The last line of defense between social order and chaos
is, of course, the “thin blue line” of the police. They, too,
are now under unrelenting attack, as the Left revs up its
propaganda war against law enforcement. Marxist Revolutionaries, such as “Black Lives Matter,” allege that our
cops have become the problem instead of the cure, because policemen are allegedly engaged in a campaign of
violence against black Americans.

Instead, most believe the bilge that the devastation we
are witnessing is merely inevitable social change, and
they believe this because it is what they have repeatedly
been told to believe. It is only as the attacks have ramped
up in recent years that small numbers of courageous individuals have dared to voice their opposition.

In this regard, it is ironic that law enforcement personnel
are portrayed as the threat to peace and social order in
our society, and the actual perpetrators of violent criminal acts are portrayed as heroic. The Left and their PR
firms in the news media have engaged in an unrelenting
campaign to reject police as the solution to the disorder
and violence of a nation that is visibly descending into
anarchy.

And note that the latter are quickly labeled
“reactionaries,” only because those bent on destroying
us have become so emboldened they now broaden their
assaults to include virtually every traditional form of
human identity itself, including gender identity, religious identity, cultural identity and racial identity.

In reality, even a cursory review of crime statistics reveals
that most violent crime in America is committed by
blacks, and if the police were truly guilty of targeting
them, the result would be, literally, piles of black casualties.

The logic of our enemies is simple: Before they build the
“Utopian” society they promise, they must first
“deconstruct” existing societies. The above-described
assaults will, in time, make any civilization unstable:
Here, they make America more tumultuous and chaotic,
and thus more susceptible to the toppling that is planned
for her. As communist scourge-turned-media-darling Nelson Mandela was quick to explain: "You win by making
your society ungovernable."

The reality is also that for every person of color shot by
law enforcement, hundreds more are shot by members
of their own racial or ethnic groups. This concern over
police violence is thus grossly misdirected, or, as one elderly black-on-black crime victim opined in a news broad(Continued on page 14)

BLUE LIVES MATTER
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have ingrained biases making them predisposed to manhandle nonwhites, and less inclined to use violence
against white citizens they encounter.

Thin Blue Line (Continued from page 13)

cast, "Black lives matter, only not to black people so
much."

Poppycock: Cops will use force against whites or blacks
with equal amounts of indifference or enthusiasm. The
best predictor of the use of violent force by police is the
extent to which a suspect resists efforts to detain him. If
every attempt at arrest or “stop and frisk” becomes a
foot chase or high speed car chase, a suspect can expect
a certain amount of “street justice,” irrespective of race.

The FBI Uniform Crime Reports for 2014 contradict all
the news media disinformation, and reveal that nonblacks are more likely to be shot by police than are
blacks. The 2014 UCRs reveal that almost 15 of every
100,000 non-blacks were shot during their arrest,
whereas only 13 of every 100,000 blacks were shot during arrest. This occurs despite unrelenting waves of violence routinely committed by blacks.

Both of the discourses involving police brutality and
white privilege are quite naturally promoted by the Left's
sock puppet, the news media, which magnifies the relatively rare instances involving deadly force being perpetrated by the police against nonwhites, while demonstrating a studied indifference to violent force used
against whites.

Moreover, U.S. Department of Justice statistics reveal
that from 1980 to 2008, blacks perpetrated a significant
majority of U.S. homicides, even though they accounted
for only 11 to 12 percent of the total U.S. population. The
black offending rate for the crime of homicide is eight
times higher than that for whites.

Media outrage is rarely directed at citizens of color -- enraged by the hype – who drive their vehicles into groups
of policemen, or kill unsuspecting officers in ambush. Yet,
the murder of police officers is an inevitable result of today's campaign against law enforcement: In the minds of
the childlike Left, the police are “delegitimized” by the
media, and violence against them is thus warranted.

Recent statistics show few fluctuations in these rates: In
2013 blacks alone were still 52 percent of all arrests for
murder. Similarly, juvenile violent crime arrests and robbery arrests were overwhelmingly black, and crime surveys regarding robberies found blacks had arrest rates
for robbery eight to nine times higher than those for
whites.

One inevitable consequence is that the police respond
by becoming less effective and proactive in their law
enforcement activities. Increased crime and resulting
social destabilization are the result, exactly as intended.

Such statistics suggest that the police actually use greater restraint in apprehending citizens of color, and explode the fraudulent narrative that blacks are more likely to experience police violence. As far as having a valid
grievance against the police, it would be far more rational for non-blacks to be doing the complaining. None
of these facts are visible in the smog and din generated
by the Left's media apparatchiks.

We are witnessing our civilization being purposefully destabilized in the name of “social justice,” but this is merely a smoke screen: Our enemies are, in effect, exploiting
the virtues of our institutions in order to bring them
down on our heads.

Note also that until very recently, the FBI intentionally
muddied crime reporting by lumping Hispanic Offenders
together with White Offenders in its UCRs, despite the
significantly higher rates of crime evidenced in the Hispanic subgroup. This was done purposefully to obscure
the dramatic differences in violent crime rates between
blacks and whites, and to make whites appear more violent than they actually are.

Our institutions are not perfect, but we are vastly better
off fighting efforts calculated to burn them down rather
than to reform them. And once our adversaries have
come to power -- insidious purveyors of misinformation
and deceit that they are -- have no doubt that vastly
greater deceits and imperfections will prevail.
Our adversaries' willingness to destroy the truth and promote lies lends credence to the belief that their new society will be ruled with their own iron fist, with justice and
tolerance being the very last things on their minds. (END)

The fantasy of police officers acting in a spirit of racial
animosity goes hand-in-hand with fantastical discussions
about so-called “white privilege.” The police supposedly
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SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER RUNNING SCARED
IN WAKE OF TRUMP VICTORY
By Dr. Michael Hill
The Montgomery (Ala.)-based Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) appears to be running scared in the wake of
Donald Trump’s stunning Presidential victory on November 8th. Richard Cohen, SPLC President, noted in a statement on the group’s blog on 9 November:

They are the ideas of the future in the US, Europe, and
the entire white world: True nations, based on the organic reality of race and ethnicity, kith and kin, blood and
soil. They are the ideas that will permit greatness to reemerge because of the unleashed genius and capability
of the white race.

“If he means what he says, Mr. Trump must make absolutely clear to them [i.e. white nationalists and the altright] that neither their ideas nor anyone affiliated with
them will have any influence or voice in his administration . . .That is the first thing he must do to begin binding the wounds of division that his campaign has
caused.”

The SPLC knows that it and its leftist cohorts are on the
other end of the totem pole, as it were. And after eight
years with their people and ideology regnant (and the
eight prior to that under Hillary-supporter G. W. Bush),
they are the out-in-the-cold opposition now.
They demand and plead to be treated with respect while
they re-tool and re-marshal their forces for the next grab
for power. Or perhaps they don’t want to wait for an
election: Their street thugs are already on the march in
many US cities.

Sounds like a very nervous plea to me.
Wow! Imagine the reverse: Clinton wins and a prowhite, pro-Christian, traditionalist group calls upon her to
disavow the ideas of the radical leftists and communists
and socialists and progressives she represents, and rule
for the benefit of all, especially white Christians, the most
hated of all the hated.

My advice to President-Elect
Trump is simple: Don’t negotiate
with serpents because you’ll get
bitten. Listen to the truth, sir: If
given a chance, your enemies will
destroy you and everything you
purport to represent. Treat them
like the danger and enemy they
are. Serve those who put you
where you are. (END)

The leftist camp would have laughed in our faces . . . or
spat in them (or worse). They also would have continued
apace with their dispossession of white America
(including our own Southland,) and their support for nation-destroying globalism.
If Trump is smart, he will listen to nationalists in various
camps throughout America and then act on their ideas.

Divine International
Church of the Web
(Christian Identity Web-Church)

www.revandrewangel.com
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FEAR & LOATHING IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
By Sam Dickson
The National Policy Institute (NPI) sponsored a Conference in Washington, D.C. on Friday and Saturday, the
18th and 19th of November. The subject matter of the
Conference was “The Alt Right and Trump.”

those successfully blocking their access to the dining
room.
Invasion of a restaurant under these circumstances constitutes Criminal Trespass, and it is a crime. Spraying
people with urine is also a crime: It’s called an “Assault.”

300 people attended the Conference, but registration
took place “on-line,” and those wishing to attend were
not screened or “approved.” Numerous well-credentialed
speakers presented well-prepared and thoughtful remarks to a well-behaved and orderly audience.

The Washington police made no arrests. They also refused to remove the masks of these criminals, when requested by the NPI attendees.
The bullying of two successive restaurant venues, the
criminal trespass into the restaurant, the violent assault
against the President of NPI and the wearing of masks to
hide their identities were of no concern to the Washington, D.C. police or to the Corrupt Leftist Media.

The restrained and orderly behavior of the attendees
stood in stark contrast to repeated criminal attacks upon
NPI supporters both nights from so-called “civil rights
protesters,” as they have been called by the Corrupt Leftist Media. They call themselves the “Anti-Fa” (or “antifascists,”) a term used by extreme Marxists against their
enemies.

Apparently, “civil rights protesters” have a “right” to
disrupt peaceful meetings, invade public accommodations en masse and spray people with urine. And, at
least according to the District police, they have a “right”
to wear masks when they are engaged in such activities.

The “protests” went far beyond peaceful demonstrations. The Anti-Fa were able to bully two restaurants in
succession into cancelling the NPI’s reservations for its
Friday dinner.

The next day the conduct of the Anti-Fa grew even nastier, which is predictable when violent criminals are permitted to engage in criminal acts with impunity. This violent and criminal element recognized a conference
attendee and his girl friend: Without any provocation
whatsoever, five or six criminals then brutally attacked
him.

When the NPI was able to secure yet a third venue, the
“protesters” were able to track attendees and proceeded
to disrupt the dinner by crowding around the entrance,
where they harassed diners and those seeking to enter or
leave.
These hooligans became more and more emboldened as
the evening progressed. Many invaded the restaurant
wearing masks to hide their identities. They charged up
the stairway and attempted to reach the top floor where
the NPI dinner was in progress.

They knocked him to the ground and proceeded to savagely kick and pummel him while chanting “Die, die, die.”
Had one of the kicks struck the victim in his neck, these
“civil rights protesters” could easily have achieved their
stated threat of killing their victim. Fortunately, the victim’s injuries were “limited” to bruises and a bloodied
head.

Fortunately, the Anti-Fa were blocked on the stairway by
NPI President Richard Spencer and others, and were unable to invade the dining room or to commit whatever
crimes they intended, had they been able to reach their
objective.

The victim’s girlfriend was not beaten, but she was
sprayed with Raid insecticide. This also is an assault: It
has the potential to do severe damage to the eye and
permanently impair one’s vision.

We have some idea of their intentions because the “civil
rights protesters” carried spray bottles of urine, with
which they sprayed Richard Spencer and others among

This time the police were reluctantly driven to arrest at
least some of the perpetrators. However, no effort was
(Continued on page 17)
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Reporting criminal violence against “politically incorrect”
victims does not fit their narrative, so it must be
“spiked.” A news media dedicated to “filtering” and
“managing” the news knows better than to report such
crimes against their political enemies. The media is exclusively interested in reporting “all the news that fits their
narratives.”

Fear & Loathing (Continued from page 16)

made by the police to make the cowards in this “peaceful
demonstration” remove their masks and reveal their
identities.
In the minds of the D.C. police (and I use the term
“minds” with reservation,) these criminals have a “right”
to obscure their identities when committing violent felonies. For the D.C. police to require these criminals to reveal their identities was deemed a violation of their
“right” to wear masks when committing assaults or when
engaged in criminal trespass.

Demonstrating just how biased and dishonest they truly
are, the Corrupt Leftist Media actually DID express outrage and indignation over some events surrounding the
NPI Conference: It’s just that the indignation was directed exclusively at the NPI and its participants.

This outrage causes one to ponder whether the Ku Klux
Klan possesses an equivalent “right” to go about the District of Columbia masked and engaged in violent assaults
against those attending political meetings sponsored by
the NAACP or other leftists: Does anyone think the KKK
would receive such “kid-glove” treatment from the District’s police force?

There was a tsunami of media outrage over the actions of
a tiny number of attendees to the Conference during the
last 45 minutes of a two-day conference.
Richard Spencer, the NPI’s President, gave the concluding
remarks. In them, he parodied and satirized the news
media’s caricature of the Alt Right by saying “celebrate
like it is 1933” which he then countered by saying
“celebrate like it is 2016.”

NPI hopes that the potentially fatal or blinding criminal
assaults upon its attendees will actually be prosecuted
and punished with appropriate severity. However, the
history of the District on this matter is not encouraging.

He concluded his remarks by hailing the Trump victory
and saying “Hail Trump,” lyrics found in the official song
“Hail to the Chief,” played and sung when the President
enters a function.

Last year, another of the Anti-Fa assaulted one of the
participants in an earlier NPI conference. She was arrested, but the charges were summarily dropped without her
victims ever being contacted by police or prosecutors.
(Under black leadership, Washington increasingly resembles Zimbabwe.)

The media, however, being gripped by its desire to damage Trump and his supporters at every opportunity,
twisted Spencer’s remarks into a tortured interpretation
as “Heil Hitler.”
At the conclusion of Spencer’s speech the audience gave
a standing ovation. As the media were filming, about four
individuals -- whose identities are unknown to NPI -- gave
“NAZI-salutes.” One is seen rushing to the front and repeatedly saluting so as to insure that he is prominently
noticed. The remaining 296 people simply clapped and
exited in an orderly fashion. End of story? No.

No NPI officer, speaker or Conference participant was
ever provoked into retaliating in kind to the violence and
criminality of the Anti-Fa. Needless to say, this restraint,
garnered no credit, whatsoever, with the Corrupt Leftist
Media.
Likewise, deliberate and violent assaults appear to be
unworthy of notice by prosecuting authorities, so long as
they are committed by ideological allies. (More evidence
of a Third World government in D.C.)

The Corrupt Leftist Media erupted into wild claims of a
Nazi rally in the Ronald Reagan Building. Among many
other habitual liars, Rachel Madcow informed her audience that “the room” erupted into Nazi salutes. Four out
of 300 became “the room.”

None of the crimes committed against NPI and its participants aroused any significant moral indignation in the
mass media. Most of the news media did not report
these crimes at all, despite dramatic footage of these
violent criminals kicking and beating their victim until he
required medical attention.

The Corrupt Leftist Media has a glaring double standard
in these matters, as evidenced by their tender treatment
of the “Occupy Movement.” Many in the Occupy Move(Continued on page 18)
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the Conference standing with two Jewish males. The two
males gave the NAZI-salute as the picture was snapped.

Fear & Loathing (Continued from page 17)

ment wore shirts or carried flags bearing the hammer
and sickle of international communism or displayed the
face of the Castroite communist and terrorist Che Guevara.

NPI believes in Rule of Law and our beliefs on racial issues are not extreme. In fact, they are the same views
once held by George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and
Abraham Lincoln.

Participants in the Occupy Movement who engaged in
this conduct publicly demonstrated their support for an
ideology that murdered 100 million innocent souls in the
20th Century, alone. There was never any media outrage
about Communist participation in the Occupy Movement.

NPI’s expression of its beliefs are protected by the First
Amendment, or in theory, are supposed to be protected
by the First Amendment. The denial of police protection
to those repeatedly attacked by fanatics wedded to antiAmerican views is a violation of our right to peaceably
assemble and seek redress for the wrongs being perpetrated against White European America.

Likewise, the Communist Party formally endorsed Hillary
Clinton for President. The reaction? Did the media demand that Hillary reject Communist support? Did it express alarm that Communists desired her election? No,
because they are all on the same team.

Likewise, the rankly hypocritical and dishonest behavior
of the Corrupt Leftist Media is evidence they condone
such behavior, and approve of violent and criminal acts
used to suppress the First Amendment Rights of enemies.

NPI does not impose strict conditions upon its attendees
except that they are not to engage in violent or criminal
behavior. If a National Socialist wishes to attend a function, he may. Likewise, Jews and African Americans may
attend and some did attend the Conference without incident.

This Hitler issue is a classic tempest in a teapot and a contrived issue. It is a non-issue, regardless of the efforts of
the Rachel Madcows of the world, who are too dishonest
and too stupid to recognize that it is THEIR end of the
political spectrum which engages in “Brown-Shirt Tactics,” not our own.

NPI is not responsible for its attendees’ political beliefs,
and it is justified in pondering whether the identity and
motives of the “NAZI-saluters” in the audience were legitimate attendees.

NPI is annoyed by the way this “issue” has been handled,
but it is hardly surprised: Media bias is simply a fact of
life in America, just as it was with TASS and PRAVDA in
the former Soviet Union, and for the very same reasons.

For example, the most prominent NAZI-salutes were photographed at the restaurant on Friday night. They depict
an Oriental female who participated (without incident) in

The NPI knows as well as anyone that to seek fairness and objectivity, one searches in vain within America’s print or electronic news media. The good news is that America is waking
up to this reality. (END)

Bumper Stickers!

(3” x 8”) $2.50 each or $2.00 each for 10 or more.
Clip ad, indicate number of each desired, and send check, Money Order, or disguised cash to
CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250
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Donald Trump: “Drain the Swamp”
These are transcripts of remarks made by Donald Trump on the campaign trail,
October 29th, 2016 in Golden, Colorado:
“Real change also means getting rid of the corruption in
Washington.

tice is trying to protect her. 97% of Department of Justice employees’ presidential contributions went to Hillary Clinton.

As you have heard, it was just announced yesterday
that the FBI is reopening their investigation into the
criminal and illegal conduct of Hillary Clinton.

There are those, and I happen to be one of them, who
think Hillary offered Loretta Lynch a reappointment as
Attorney General. Perhaps that was what Bill Clinton
was doing in the secret meeting on the tarmac in Arizona. He said it was to play golf, but he never played, and
it was over 100 degrees.

This is the biggest political scandal since Watergate,
and it is everybody’s deepest hope that justice, at last,
can be delivered. Hillary has nobody but herself to
blame for her mounting legal troubles. Her criminal action was willful, deliberate, intentional and purposeful.

This is what we mean when we call it a rigged system.

Hillary set-up an illegal server for the obvious purpose
of shielding her criminal conduct from public disclosure.
She set-up this illegal server knowing full well that her
actions put our national security at risk, and put the
safety and security of your children at risk.

Now the Attorney General is fighting the FBI for doing
what was right – but what should have been done many
months ago. Perhaps, through this other investigation,
they found what may be some of the 33,000 missing and
deleted emails Hillary tried desperately to destroy, even
going so far as to use digital bleach.

To further cover-up her crimes, she “bleached” and deleted 33,000 emails after a Congressional Subpoena,
made 13 phones disappear – some with a hammer, lied
to Congress under oath, lied to the FBI, and then two
boxes of email evidence went mysteriously missing.

The stakes on November 8th could not be higher.

A vote for Hillary is vote a to surrender our government
to public corruption, graft and cronyism that threatens
the very foundations of our Constitutional system.

She even pretended not to know that the letter “C”
meant confidential information that was classified.

What makes us exceptional is that we are a nation of
laws, and that we are all equal under those laws – Hillary’s corruption shreds that foundational principle. Public
Corruption is a grave and profound threat to a Democracy.

As the recent release of a memo from one of Bill Clinton’s closest associates demonstrates, the Clintons have
turned the government into a scheme for personal
profit. The Clintons even saw the deadly disaster in Haiti
as an opportunity to cash-in.

Government corruption spreads outward, like a cancer,
and infects the operations of government itself. If the
corruption is not removed, then the people are not able
to have faith in their government. It deadens and saps
the spirit of civic participation.

The WikiLeaks revelations have revealed a degree of
corruption at the highest levels of our government like
nothing we’ve ever seen before – including a candidate
who boasts to donors about having a public position for
the voters, and a private position for Wall Street.

Corruption decays our trust in institutions and our legal
system. When the outcome is fixed, when the system is
rigged, people lose hope. They detach. Our society becomes unplugged and unhinged. When the powerful can
get away with anything, because they have the money
and the connections to rig the system, then the laws
lose their moral authority.

Hillary put the office of Secretary of State up for sale
and, if she ever got the chance, she’d put the Oval Office
up for sale too.
Hillary should have been convicted long ago. That the
legal process has been taking this long is incredible. And
now it’s reported that the Department of Justice is
fighting the FBI – that’s because the Department of Jus-

(Continued on page 20)
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Restoring honesty to our government, and the rule of
law to our society, will be my highest priority as President. We must save America. That is why My Contract
With The American Voter begins with a plan to end government corruption and take our country back from the
special interests.

Drain The Swamp (Continued from page 19)

Hillary believes money and power – not truth and justice
– should rule the day.
As FDR once said, government by organized money is
just as dangerous as government by organized mob.
This is what we often see in Third World countries –
where the governments are often run by a small handful
of corrupt people for their personal enrichment.

I want the entire corrupt Washington establishment to
hear and to heed the words I am about to say: When
we win on November 8th, We Are Going To Washington, D.C. And We Are Going To DRAIN THE
SWAMP!”(END)

Corruption is corrosive to every institution of government, and it must be stopped.

A WARNING FROM A SOUTHERN NATIONALIST
By Dr. Michael Hill
It is commonplace for the victor in a hotly contested political race to offer an olive branch to the loser in the
form of a pledge to work together and govern in the interests of everyone.

mies care nothing about those things. They are merely
used as weapons against you for your dispossession and
ultimate destruction. The sum of their effect is White
Guilt.

This might work in a homogeneous society, in which
most of the fundamental things are agreed upon by both
the winning and losing sides. However, in modern multicultural, multi-racial America it will not work: The interests of the two sides are diametrically opposed and it
amounts to the old zero-sum game known as “we win,
you lose.”

I listened to CNN for a while last night, early on during
the election returns. One thing struck me above all else:
The glee in their voices and countenances when they
spoke of various areas that had been taken over by progressives of various stripes. The CNN on-air people were
delighted to report that the old stock inhabitants who
once controlled the area were being outvoted by recent
immigrants and transplants who supported Hillary Clinton.

In the immediate aftermath of his victory, Donald Trump
offered that olive branch to the left. Let’s hope he’s not
serious.

These media elites (and others of their elite ilk) look forward to the demise of old white America and the rise of a
new paradigm in which they will hold sway. You will be
dispossessed, sequestered in the equivalent of ghettos,
and will be a despised and hated minority in the country
your ancestors built.

So here is my warning to the victors: Do not go back to
sleep and think all is well. If you don’t finish the job by
routing your enemies and driving them into the sea while
you have the chance, they will re-group and be back at
your throats in no time! (Remember First Manassas!)

You, by God’s grace, may have been given a short reprieve from this scenario. Redeem the time! As for me, I
recommend that we get busy with Southern independence. We need our own country, and it must be run by
us for our own interests. It must once again be White
Man’s Land. (END)

You have been given a reprieve by God and probably undeservedly so: Do not give your enemies and His a reprieve.
Their goal is to dispossess you of everything. If you have
not heard that over the past year, then you have not
been listening. Just what the hell do you think multiculturalism, diversity, and tolerance are all about? Your ene-

(Dr. Hill is President of the League of the South)
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LEGAL IMMIGRATION ISN’T MUCH BETTER
By James Schneider
When speaking about illegal immigration, people often
say “I don’t care who enters, as long as it is legal.” This
sounds good, but how many people genuinely feel that
way? I often have the opportunity to observe how people
interact with immigrants – sometimes even Democrats –
and they are not comfortable with them.

I hope President-Elect Trump recognizes that it makes
no sense to build a wall on our Mexican Border, only to
turn around and then permit tens of millions of lowskilled Latino immigrants to enter the U.S. legally.
May I suggest spending a little more money guarding the
walls and fences that are already on our border. If the
Border Patrol is run by committed and serious people, it
can do a pretty effective job of curtailing illegal immigration from Mexico.

A few years ago, I went with my Ukrainian wife to the
Immigration and Naturalization Services in Baltimore to
help her become a U.S. citizen. In a room of about 200
immigrants, all were prospective citizens. They were
from all over, including a few from Europe. Their neighbors probably feel as uncomfortable around these new
immigrants as they, themselves feel.

Moreover, it is ludicrous to arrest and release these invaders, and then expect them to show up for their Deportation Hearings three months later. Release them
back into Mexico and warn them not to come back, lest
they serve a long prison sentence..

They all took the oath, promising to defend the United
States from all enemies, foreign and domestic. I wondered how many would really risk their lives if we were
attacked. How many would join the enemy and how
many would just find another country willing to take
them?

We do not want “extreme vetting” of immigrants from
Muslim countries as Donald Trump has proposed. We do
not want immigrants who make us feel uneasy, no
matter what their nation of origin may be.

However one characterizes us, we have become a land of
foreigners. If we continue to take in large numbers of
refugees, we will become even more dramatically
so. Now even the founding stock of America feels alienated in most large American cities. That is why many
people of both political parties hate our “Political Class,”
which created this mess.

Legally, it may be easy to deport 10 to 20 million illegal
aliens with no new legislation: Merely enforce existing
laws. But those that are here ‘legally’ require more legal
analysis to address their status. One could say that many
of them are here because of misleading statements made
when The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 was
passed, also called “The Hart-Celler Act.”

Donald Trump was elected because he had the courage
to say what no other candidate said about the issue of
immigration. In a few months he will be our President.
We expect much from him and I am already prepared to
be disappointed.

The law was passed against the wishes of a majority of
Americans, without consideration for our well-being, and
it was enacted as a result of fraudulent statements and
hasty analysis.
Can we now reverse the effects of this law and deport
over 50 million additional people? It would not be easy.

If he deports most of the illegal aliens it may cause a recession in the housing market, which will spread to other
sectors. If he counters these recessionary forces by replacing deportations with ‘legal’ immigrants, it will eliminate the threat of a recession, but what will that accomplish?

If we continue with no change in policy we are just delaying the economic collapse that will surely come as we
flood the country with millions of people who do not
have a clue how to maintain a First World Country. (END)
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AS PEOPLE DIE, FBI FIGHTS “INTERNET TERRORISM"
By J.S. Mosby
Americans worried about terrorism can rest assured: The
FBI is busily guarding American Citizens against the dangers of being killed by a flying e-mail.

desist. “The U.S. Attorney’s Office is our primary customer,” Anderson told Bloomberg News.
Not addressed in the interview is another FBI tactic which
has become all too common, that of using internet
"anonymization technology" to steal the identity of political activists -- alleged to be committing crimes with those
identities -- and then arresting the activists.

The FBI has been ordered by the White House never to
investigate or accurately identify real terrorism, so it is
burdened with a mandate not to discriminate against
Muslims, America’s true foreign enemies. Hence, the FBI
Agent in charge of the Chicago Field Office -- Michael Anderson -- recently told Bloomberg Radio News that he is
focusing on “terrorism by internet.”

This trend may have begun in a Fourth Circuit case authorizing the FBI to use PRIVATE computer hackers to
evade the Fourth Amendment requirement for search
warrants when investigating electronic communications: It has resulted in a number of white political activists receiving decades in prison for crimes committed
by federal agents and their informants.

Discussing the FBI’s capacity for “social media exploitation,” Anderson told Bloomberg News that “with terrorism, Facebook and Instagram are spaces we need to be
in.” Meanwhile, violent crime and real instances of terrorist attacks no longer appear to be an FBI priority or
even a concern.

Anderson also used the ever-obliging news media to
score points against Donald Trump. Anderson did exactly
that by co-authoring an Op-Ed in the Chicago Sun-Times
with Chicago US Attorney Zach Faradon, in which they
attacked Trump’s plan to restrict Muslim immigration.

Anderson lamented the existence of internet “dark spots
created by encryption,” and admitted that his office can
do little to intercept the communications used by Islamic
States. So instead, Anderson is making a priority out of
lawful gun owners, whom the Obama Administration
alleges “have issues with mental illness.”

Anderson’s disloyalty to future U.S. President Trump is
part of a disconcerting trend among American security
officials. Egged on by Jewish neo-cons and their allies in
the military, these Obama allies share our Islamic-Marxist
President’s hatred of White people, and his desire to suppress all white opposition to the Judæo-occult "New
World Order."

FBI agents are busily contacting such people on Facebook, an easily accessible product where Anderson says
“the FBI can bring a lot to the table.” Once contacted,
agents then try to lure and entrap such mentally ill people into committing violent crimes, much as they hounded Randy Weaver into illegally sawing-off a shotgun back
in the 1990s before murdering several members of his
family at Ruby Ridge, Idaho.

Thus, as Islamic State operatives set off bombs and behead and machine-gun the innocent, Anderson and his
agents are busy playing "Farmville" on Facebook, looking
for mentally ill whites to lure into silly conspiracies in an
effort to “prove” that Islam is not a threat.

“Our goal is to get them out of the internet and put eyes
on them,” Anderson said.

So, while the FBI is doing nothing to stop bullets and
bombs, it’s working overtime to protect Americans from
loose e-mails. And, Anderson says, it’s also working to
investigate local police departments, to make sure that
they aren’t protecting White Americans from black violent crime, or interfering with the Black Lives Matter
movement of Jewish Bolshevik George Soros. (END)

This FBI tactic of appearing to do something by fabricating violent crimes -- while ignoring real crimes because they are deemed too hard to solve -- has been criticized by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals as the
“sterile path of fomenting crime and then arresting
those participating” in such a phony conspiracy.
However, under political pressure from the Obama administration, the FBI shows no inclination to cease and
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HILLARY’S AMERICA
Dinesh D’Souza’s film, “Hillary’s America,” paints the
Democrats as the party of Satan, while the Republicans
are depicted as saints and paragons of virtue. The Democrats were supposedly the party of slavery and racism,
while the Republicans opposed slavery and were the party of civil rights.
This film contains a lot of b.s. because “There is NONE
righteous ...for ALL have sinned, and come short of
God's glory." (Romans 3:10-23.)

Submit Letters directly to the Editor:
Mr. Sid Secular
PO Box 246
Jefferson, MD 21755
or by email at: SidSecular1@aol.com.

First, the Southern states felt that inasmuch as they
joined the Union voluntarily, they should also have retained the right to secede. Abraham Lincoln's policy of
forcing the South to remain in the Union against its will
could be interpreted as an enslavement of the South.

BLACK RACISM
Black and Brown racism rarely gets mentioned. Why is it
that only white-on-black or white-on-brown racism is
reported by the news media, and all other varieties of
racism are studiously ignored?

The South engaged in extensive commercial trade with
Europe, so a Congress dominated by Northern interests
imposed heavy tariffs upon it. Lincoln saw the South as a
major source of revenue to the Union, so for that reason,
he opposed Southern Secession. This is similar to the
"crony capitalism" we see practiced by the federal government today.

“Hate Crimes” committed against whites, even when
they are clearly racially motivated, are rarely characterized as such, but are pervasive wherever these minority
groups congregate in significant numbers.

Second, under both major political parties, the federal
government has grown by leaps and bounds since Lincoln's Presidency, usurping powers not given it by the
U.S. Constitution. Not even Ronald Reagan, an icon of
conservatism, was actually able to reduce the size and
scope of the federal government during his presidency.
The Gipper merely slowed the rate of growth of the federal government.

One can't even offer constructive criticism to these individuals – such as encouragement to pull up their trousers
--without being denounced as a racist, bigot, etc.
Barack Hussein Obama (BO) is a prime enabler of Black
racism, by reflexively attributing Black incompetence and
criminality to Whites, and he thus helps to widen the racial divide. Whites are truly under siege.

Today, the American people are all slaves to the federal
government in Washington D.C., where our ruling elites
believe they know much better than we do, how best to
manage our own lives. Is this not also slavery? The larger
government is, the fewer options or personal choices any
citizen has. Any government big and strong enough to
give us everything we want, is also big and strong enough
to take everything away from us.

Obama, Hillary and other communists embrace the Black
Live Matter (BLM) hate group. This group has received
over $100 million from Leftist sources such as George
Soros, the hater and instigator par excellence. These contributions guarantee that the racial pot will continue to
boil far into the future, and may end in catastrophic violence.
The agenda of BLM goes far beyond racial issues and is
actually a battering ram for an extreme left-wing agenda
which also includes "reparations" for slavery.

Abortion is about as close to a religious Sacrament as
most Democrats will ever get. Yet, how many of them
know that Planned Parenthood was founded by Margaret
Sanger, an admirer of Adolf Hitler and his racist eugenics? At Planned Parenthood, NO LIVES MATTER !

Ray Dively,
Baden, PA"

(Continued on page 24)
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bookkeeping entries in computers that represent fiat
currency transactions.

LETTERS (Continued from page 23)

Despite much lip service to the contrary, both major political parties have been strong enablers of abortion,
even when we had a Republican President and a Republican-controlled Congress.

Federal Reserve Notes signify our debt, not our assets.
Diogenes

NOTABLE QUOTES FROM THOMAS JEFFERSON'S
"Notes on the State of Virginia"

While Dinesh D'Souza's film reveals some scandalous
truths about the Clintons, it still contains several distortions and half-truths about American political history.

The disappointing level of progress by the so-called "Civil
Rights Movement" in advancing the education and civility of Blacks into White society could have been correctly
predicted if the observations and admonitions of Thomas Jefferson had been taken to heart. Below is an applicable quotation from Jefferson's treatise, considered by
many to be the most important work of the 18th Century:

Lawrence K. Marsh
Gaithersburg, MD

RESERVATIONS re FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES
Reality is harsh--that is why people love delusions.
Article I, Section 10, of the U.S. Constitution states: "No
State shall take anything but gold and silver coin as tender in payment of debts."

"The improvement of Blacks in body and mind, in the
first instance of their mixture (Editor's Note:
"miscegenation") with the Whites has been observed by
everyone and proves that their inferiority is not the
effect merely of their condition of life."

Unfortunately, this wisdom was circumvented by the
Federal Reserve Act of 1913, after which, our currency
became so-called “fiat” money. No longer backed by
gold or silver, Federal Reserve Notes became our official
currency only because Congress and President Wilson
said so.

"Their amalgamation with any other color produces a
degradation to which no lover of his country and no
lover of excellence in the human character can innocently consent."

Many people who once enjoyed liberty have made the
mistake of abdicating their authority to central bankers
who control the value of fiat money. Fiat money inevitably leads to inflation, because its devaluation produces
higher costs of living.

Walter Sieruk,
Harrisburg, PA

RIOTING FOR FUN AND PROFIT
As a firm Donald Trump supporter, I acknowledge that
people who engage in peaceful anti-Trump gatherings
have every Constitutional right to peacefully assemble
and make their views known to the public.

Observant people are aware of the message on the one
dollar Federal Reserve Note: The Omega sign behind
George Washington signified the end of monarchy, but
today it signifies the end of the Republic.

In contrast, those who engage in rioting, vandalism and
violence -- and have the nerve to call themselves
"protesters" -- are really just criminals, losers and hooligans. They should be arrested and jugged.

We no longer have an intact Constitution: It has been
replaced by the ten planks of Karl Marx’ Communist
Manifesto. We are enslaved to politicians who, themselves, are slaves to the power of central banks.

These rioters are delusional to think they will accomplish
anything worthwhile with their malicious marauding and
mayhem. Their temper tantrums and rioting demonstrate their immaturity and low level of intellect.

George Santayana once remarked that “Those who do
not remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”
Sometimes those who know their history will repeat
such follies, anyway.

Evil is always looking for an excuse, as the saying goes.
Many Blacks claim to be the equals of Whites as citizens,

To assume that there is wealth in the U.S. Treasury or
Federal Reserve is a delusion: All that exist are

(Continued on page 25)
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MY AGENDA FOR DONALD J. TRUMP

LETTERS (Continued from page 24)

yet they thoroughly disprove such claims with their violence and criminality.

These are my recommendations to President-Elect
Trump:

They try to legitimize their actions using the rhetoric of
the "Black Lives Matter" movement. The Black Lives
Matter organization is, in reality, a terrorist movement
funded with $100 million from extreme leftist organizations, George Soros, and formerly charitable organizations whose purposes have been thoroughly subverted.

Get the U.S. out of the U.N. The goals and agenda of the
United Nations are anathema to American interests.

Walter Sieruk,
Harrisburg, PA

Stop uncontrolled immigration. It costs us jobs, harms
our economy, endangers our national security, and
threatens our culture and very identity.

Reverse the movement to federalize local police. Don't
employ the National Guard where the state and local law
enforcement can do the job. Encourage the support of
local police forces.

A TRAIL OF BODIES
Hillary is a career criminal. She and her hubby – the serial
rapist -- have been suspected or implicated in the deaths
of about 60 people since their days in Arkansas politics.
They were also “up to here” in drug trafficking.

Oppose or renegotiate harmful trade pacts such as the
Trans-Pacific Partnership and NAFTA. These pacts ship
our jobs overseas, destroy our national finances, and
subordinate our national interests to an internationalist
and socialist agenda.

The Clintons continue to leave a trail of bodies wherever
they go. Just before Independence Day, Shawn Lucas was
thrilled about the prospect of serving papers on Debbie
Wasserman Shultz, the DNC Chairperson. He was found
dead on his bathroom floor in early September.

Oppose efforts to weaken our 2nd Amendment Guarantees, oppose any registration of gun owners, and do anything legally to prevent the confiscation of firearms in
the hands of The People.

Democratic staffer Seth Conrad Rich was murdered on
July 8th. He was en-route to the FBI that morning, reportedly, to meet with agents about an on-going court
case involving the Clinton family.

Enhance and encourage our energy independence by
fostering exploitation of resources such as coal, oil, and
natural gas -- which we have in abundance -- while
adopting measures to reduce pollution from extracting
and processing these resources.

On June 22nd, 2016, former UN official John Ashe
"accidentally" crushed his own throat and died a week
before he was scheduled to testify against the Clintons
and the Democratic Party.

David Hammer,
The Bronx, NY

A BLIGHT TO THE SENSES

There may be no conclusive evidence linking the Clintons
with these deaths, but a persistent and life-long pattern
has followed them from Little Rock to Washington:
Those who pose a threat to the Clintons have a tendency
to “wake up dead.”

A major blight to our senses in this modern era is the
sight of a "mixed" couple or family "unit" composed of
different races waddling down the isle of a supermarket.
Especially unappealing is the sight of a White mother
with several mixed-race offspring in tow, and NEVER an
adult male present.

We are inundated daily with new recitations of Hillary's
negatives, but the career criminal aspects of her behavior are usually overlooked, even by the so-called
“conservative” media.

Another blight is the "cell-phone voice." There is something about holding a phone in one's hand that compels
people to bellow out the most intimate or mundane details of their lives for all to hear.

Ralph Ivor
Baltimore, MD

(Continued on page 26)
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America's founding fathers originally intended that the
nation be based on the premise that every individual citizen enjoy certain God-given and therefore inalienable
rights. Abolition of the Electoral College would contribute
toward the destruction of this concept. For this very reason, the U.S. Constitution mandates that every state have
two United States Senators.

LETTERS (Continued from page 25)

Here's a news flash: Cell phones have sensitive microphones, so even if you whisper, the person on the other
end can hear you.
Valerie Haller,
Colonial Beach, VA

The abolition of the Electoral College means that America's Presidents would be chosen by America's approximately ten-most-populous states, to the exclusion of the
majority of them. Here in Maryland, we have a similar
problem: State politics are hogged by the state's five
most populous counties, to the exclusion of all the others. It does not feel good, to know that one's vote for
such a crucial office as United States President counts for
nothing.

BEGGING YOUR PARDON
After President Trump is well settled into office, the
Trump Justice Department may want to scrutinize the
cases of right-wing prisoners prosecuted by the Obama
"Justice" Department.
They would do well to examine cases of White Nationalists, militia members, sovereignty enthusiasts, whistleblowers, etc., to ascertain whether they are political prisoners or true violators of the criminal law. This assessment should be as broad-based as possible.
This is a project we should start thinking about now, just
as we should also start thinking of ways to interact with a
government that may, for once, listen to our concerns.

America originally was never intended to be a democracy. Pure and absolute democracy was farthest from the
minds of America's founding fathers. Rather, they intended a Constitutional Republic wherein every citizen shall
enjoy certain enumerated rights. Let's keep it that way
now!

J. S. Mosby

Democracy is four wolves and a sheep, deciding what will
be for lunch today. In a Constitutional republic, the sheep
has firearms, to dissuade the wolves from any evil intentions they might have on his life.

RETAIN THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE!
Some of our fellow Americans, deeply disappointed with
the outcome of the recent national elections, are now
saying we should abolish the Electoral College. We
should not do this.

Lawrence K. Marsh
Gaithersburg, MD

The Nationalist Times
Subscribe to America’s best patriotic newspaper. In each month’s issue, The Nationalist Times tackles politics, economics, race, immigration, cultural communism, privacy issues, the rapidly growing high-tech surveillance state and Washington, D.C.’s rush to totalitarianism, and all the other doings of the New World Order subversives, and we do it from a
perspective that infuriates liberals and globalists and delights patriots.
Published monthly since 1985, The Nationalist Times is politically independent and promotes a common sense, intelligent and passionate alternative to the reigning “party line.”
Readers of The Citizens Informer may subscribe to The National Times for the special introductory offer of just $29.00
for one year, or $55 for two years. That’s more than half off the regular subscription price! Send your subscription to:

The Nationalist Times, P.O. Box 218 , Wildwood, PA 15091
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THE “OBAMA DOCTRINE”:
One Legacy of America's First Marxist President
By Earl P. Holt III
I've got a theory I want to share with you. It's just a theory, but unlike the "Theory of Evolution" or the “Theory of
Man-Made Global-Warming,” it is evidence-driven and
subject to revision if disproved by facts or evidence to
the contrary.

Their newfound willingness to enter into a détente with
an age-old enemy probably boils down to the fact that
their commitment to international socialism and OneWorld Government “trumps” even their millennia-old
hatred for their traditional Arab enemies.

When the Berlin Wall fell in November of 1989, America's
mortal enemies lost their greatest ally: Marxists of all
stripes had always expected the Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc countries would provide the "muscle" and revolutionary discipline to conquer and subjugate America.

There is much evidence to support this -- as will be developed later -- but perhaps nothing illustrates it better than
the 80% support Barack Hussein Obama received from
American Jews in his 2012 re-election victory.
Obama's support among Leftist Jews is also hinted at by
the number of truly committed Leftist and Marxist Jews
who have accepted prominent positions in the Obama
administration.

The American Left had always expected the Soviet Bloc to
play this crucial role in helping to impose their “Utopian
Dream” of Marxism upon a vanquished America and
West: After 1990, and much to the dismay of its Marxist
allies in America, the Soviets no longer had the "muscle"
to effectuate this dream.

Rahm Emanuel (Chief of Staff,) David Axelrod (Senior Advisor,) Elena Kagan (Solicitor General,) Jack Lew
(Treasury,) Janet Yellen (Federal Reserve,) Sally Jewell
(Interior,) Penny Pritzker (Commerce,) are but a few
prominent examples of this phenomenon: None appear
to have been troubled by the fact that Barack Hussein
Obama is almost certainly a Muslim adherent, and seems
to be on far friendlier terms with radical Islamic states –
such as Iran -- than he is with Israel.

Looking around in the wake of the Soviet Union's collapse, it was not difficult to recognize the fact that radical Islamic terrorism offered a potential substitute.
Like the Soviets, Islam has never been the least bit
squeamish about violence: In fact, with the exception of
crude oil, violence and terrorism are about the only
things these savage and backwards nations are capable
of exporting.

In fact, the State of Israel appears to be the odd-man-out
in this new relationship: This novel alliance of Marxist
Jews and radical Islamic terrorists suggests that the former are even willing to sacrifice the security of the State
of Israel to their higher and more immediate priority of
destroying America.

Moreover, Islam seemed to exhibit a real enthusiasm for
violence against Westerners, as evidenced by seemingly
endless acts of terrorism perpetrated against innocent
and unsuspecting civilian non-combatants for decades.

Both sides in this alliance correctly recognize that with a
radical Islamic Marxist in the White House – like Obama - a window of opportunity exists as never before to destroy America, which stands as the only realistic obstacle
preventing their 100 year-old dream of a worldwide international socialist system run by committed Marxist
Jews like themselves.

Indeed, most feverish adherents to the Islamic faith are
probably best described as "Islamic Marxists," making
this new alliance an easier fit than one might have presupposed.

JEWISH MARXISTS, AS ALWAYS
Oddly, America's Leftist Jews appear to be fully “onboard” with this new alliance, despite their 6,000 yearold blood feud with the Arabic Tribes.

Barack Hussein Obama's tenure in office has afforded
him endless opportunities to subvert not only the econo(Continued on page 28)
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willingness to fund and arm Islamic terrorist nations
which are overtly hostile to America.

Obama Doctrine (Continued from page 27)

my of the United States -- the “engines of democracy” -but has also granted him unlimited opportunity to subvert our national security, both of which he has done
with relish.

Every member of the Marxist “hive” instinctively recognizes his role: In 2012, a “Democrat” judge in Pennsylvania cited “Sharia Law” as binding in a criminal case, although Sharia Law is as irrelevant under the Constitution
as the tribal customs of South American headhunters,
which every high school Civics student knows.

The members of this unholy alliance recognized early-on
that once America falls, there is no stopping them in their
quest: Thus, all other lower-priority agendas of the Left
appear to have been sacrificed in order to seize this
unique window of opportunity to bring America to its
knees.

Lower-echelon members of this Marxist alliance do not
need to be given marching orders, either: For example,
radical leftists within the teachers’ unions are only too
ready and willing to do their part by indoctrinating naïve
and gullible students about the “virtues” of Islam.

Indeed, in Obama, they have a champion who is actually
committed to destroying America -- not merely content
to give lip service to the exercise -- and they have never
been so close to their ultimate objective as they now
are.

Public school students are regularly taken on field trips to
Islamic Mosques, where they are proselytized by Muslims
who sing the endless virtues of this “religion of Peace and
Tolerance.” Naïve and vulnerable students are also routinely indoctrinated with “evidence” of the elevated status of women in Islamic Cultures. (No kidding!)

ACCOMMODATING ISLAM
The fact that the Marxists in this country are completely
committed to engaging in a conspiracy with Islam to help
destroy America is evident in the lengths to which Leftists
have routinely gone out of their way to accommodate
Islamic terrorists, while defending their violent acts.

Perhaps the one action that best epitomizes the newfound willingness of America’s hard left to accommodate
Islamic terrorists was Obama’s 2014 prisoner exchange.
Here, the White House arranged for the release of five of
the most dangerous and savage Taliban and Al Qaeda
terrorists held in Guantanamo, in exchange for an American traitor (Bowe Bergdahl,) who not only abandoned his
post in Afghanistan, but may well have collaborated with
the enemy and precipitated the deaths of fellow American servicemen.

Perhaps the first hint of Treason was evidenced in Barack
Hussein Obama’s pledge to close Guantanamo, and then
give full Constitutional protection to the Islamic terrorists
and enemy combatants of Al Qaeda and the Taliban, to
whom he pledged to give civilian trials in federal court.
Another of Obama’s earliest acts of subversion was to
convert NASA’s traditional space mission into some kind
of “Islamic Outreach” function, probably in an attempt to
camouflage the transfer of missile technology to radical
Islamic terrorist states such as Iran.

Unbelievably, in a program called “Global Entry,” the
Obama Administration has quietly rewarded Saudi Arabia
-- the Middle Eastern country that produced most of the
9/11 hijackers -- with a special travel privilege that allows
its nationals to bypass normal passport security controls
at major U.S. airports.

Obama has also turned a blind eye toward Islamic terrorism by refusing to accurately label it as such, and intentionally refers to such incidents with ludicrous euphemisms such as “workplace violence,” as he did in the case
of Major Nidal Hassan, who murdered 13 fellow servicemen at Fort Hood in 2009.

THE OBAMA DOCTRINE
Yet, nowhere is the accommodation of Islamic radicalism
and terrorism more evident than in what might be
termed the “Obama Doctrine,” (my term,) which describes the Administration’s policy towards Middle Eastern Islamic States.

Obama’s recent “Treaty” with Iran –- in which $150 Billion was transferred to this terrorist nation and it was
given a “green light” to produce a nuclear weapon –speaks volumes about the goals and objectives of the
traitors who staff the Obama Administration, and their

(Continued on page 29)
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The Straits of Hormuz, the Med and the Gulf States are
all targets of this grand conspiracy.

Obama Doctrine (Continued from page 28)

The “Obama Doctrine” is defined by the intentional subversion and continuing efforts to overthrow every Islamic
Head of State in the Middle East who is not overtly hostile to America and engaged in a Jihad against the West.

Meanwhile, Obama has allowed a flow of radical Islamists and members of the Moslem Brotherhood into prominent positions in his Administration, where they are perfectly situated to help effectuate this “doctrine,” much as
Soviet spies infiltrated the Roosevelt Administration in
the 1930s and 1940s, with catastrophic results at Yalta,
Potsdam and Cairo.

This Doctrine has been evidenced in Libya, Egypt and the
Sudan, where the Obama Administration has helped
overthrow the Heads of State of these nations by arming
their radical and violent opposition. It is currently on display in Syria, where Obama is actively engaged in arming
any radical Islamic elements it can identify in their war
against Assad.

Make no mistake about it: The dismantling of America is
not the result of the traditional bungling and incompetence usually found in “Democrat” Administrations:
America is being intentionally subverted by Treasonous
and Marxist elements within the Obama Administration
and the “Democrat” Party, and their intent is to destroy
us, once and for all. (END)

The purpose of the Obama Doctrine is to render the vital
areas of the Middle East as inhospitable to America (and
the West) as possible, despite their strategic significance.

CHRISTIAN, ONCE AGAIN !
(To the tune of “A Nation, Once Again” by the Dubliners)
by Earl Holt III
When youthful fire was in my blood,
I read of Christian freemen.
At Concord Bridge they bravely stood,
And Lexington before then.
And so I prayed I yet might see
Our oppressors rent in twain,
And America, free of Pharisees,
Become Christian, once again!

Resisting every Zionist plan,
Their treachery so galling;
In this I hoped some day to aid,
Oh, can such hope be vain?
When my dear country shall be made
A Christian Nation, once again!
Christian, once again,
Christian, once again,
American, free of Pharisees,
A Christian Nation, once again!

Christian, once again,
Christian, once again,
American, free of Pharisees,
A Christian Nation, once again!

Only too well can Christian life,
Its service high and Holy,
Be undermined by endless strife
Or chutzpah devious and lowly;
For, Freedom comes from God's right hand,
Such Truths are not profane;
America must make its stand,
Become Christian, once again

As they vowed in their “Protocols,”
Elders of Zion conspired,
To make our legal system fall
Like Financial ones they’ve mired.
And, the more I came to learn
Of their deceit and wrongful gain,
The more I knew we need return
Christianity, once again!

Christian, once again,
Christian, once again,
American, free of Pharisees,
A Christian Nation, once again! ©

So, as I grew from boy to man,
I turned to such a calling.
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Book Review / By Bob Lee

Bind Us Apart:
How Enlightened Americans Invented Racial Segregation
By Nicholas Guyatt
(Basic, 403 pages, $29.99)

The author is an English historian who lectures on American History at Trinity Hall, University of Cambridge. Guyatt has
done a praiseworthy job in creating this scholarly analysis which details the historic racial dichotomy of America and
how it evolved.
As its author points out, from the very beginning, White colonists were confronted with the vexing problem of living in
a nation with a racial hierarchy of Whites, Indians, Blacks and the need to share resources. Much of his book is devoted to the often violent conflicts between Whites and Indians.
Just as in our modern times, Whites in colonial times had a diversity of views about Blacks. There were those such as
Comte de Buffon who believed that environmental factors were responsible for racial differences. Frances Wright ―
regarded as a radical in his own time ― advocated integration and amalgamation as a final solution to resolve America’s difficult racial dilemma.

On the other hand there were those like Thomas Jefferson who shared the perception that Blacks were inherently inferior, and should ultimately be sent back to Africa to prevent us from becoming a mulatto people through racial amalgamation. In fact, James Madison, James Monroe and Thomas Jefferson all endorsed colonization.
Liberia was founded on December 15, 1821 as a result of hard work on the part of the American Colonization Society.
Colonization remained a popular solution to the “negro problem” throughout the Civil War and into the Reconstruction
era. It should be noted that even Abraham Lincoln (“The Great Emancipator”) favored sending freed slaves to Liberia.
From the beginning White settlers sought the Indian’s land and ultimately marginalized them as they moved westward.
One has to wonder if this is the future of European Americans as our nation becomes less European. Whites should be
concerned that we will be pushed aside and marginalized by massive non-European immigration. It is a real concern
that is increasingly found in the public discourse.
Our federal government embarked upon an agenda to encourage race mixing after WW II, culminating in the Supreme
Court striking down Virginia’s anti-miscegenation statute in the 1967 case of Loving v. Virginia. As a result, racial amalgamation has increased dramatically. Patriots should wonder what prompted our government to embark upon such a
genocidal social engineering scheme?
History frequently repeats itself: With many millions of dysfunctional Black males in our midst, perhaps back-to-Africa
colonization might offer a viable solution to preserve the racial and ethnic identity of Whites, and give Blacks a new
beginning in the ancestral homelands of which they claim to be so proud. It is something to ponder.
This book is rich in substance and is highly recommended as a “must read” for conservatives who are concerned about
the future of America’s troubling racial landscape. Those who favor preservation of our race will discover that they are,
indeed, in good company with men like Thomas Jefferson and many others.
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Soviet Technology Confounds Obama’s Neo-Soviet Occupation
By J.S. Mosby
In 1979, the Soviet Union’s attempt to occupy Afghanistan using Mi-17 (Hind) helicopters and strong-pointed
firebases came apart, leading to the Soviet retreat. Today, U.S. President Barack Obama is facing the same
problems with the same technology, as his own neoSoviet firebase occupation strategy -- modeled on the
U.S. defeat in Vietnam -- comes apart.

Obama, like any black African chieftain, has nothing but
disdain for law. But, there is a push from the neocon,
neoliberal, and ultimately Zionist Jews who control his
administration to authorize funds to completely re-equip
the Afghan air force with American-made -- but Third
World outsourced -- equipment, all at U.S. taxpayer expense.

Between 2001, when U.S. forces temporarily toppled the
Afghan Taliban and 2014, when the U.S. declared sanctions against Vladimir Putin’s Russian powerhouse, both
the Bush and Obama regimes equipped their puppet
forces with Russian-made Soviet technology, the cheapest stuff that they could find on the market.

Given the problems facing the Afghan air force, it’s not
clear that such a re-fit would assist the fledgling Afghan
military. The U.S. has purchased 54 Mi-17 helicopters for
their goat-herding allies, but nine of them have been lost
so far this year.
An increasingly well-equipped Taliban enemy has shot
four down, the same enemy that Bush told us was destroyed fifteen years ago. Three have been lost due to
pilot error. One was destroyed when a soldier on board
fumbled a grenade, and another was destroyed when
another helicopter, sitting with it on the ground, accidentally opened fire instead of taking off. Of the remainder, 24 are grounded and lacking spare parts.

As Obama’s multi-cultural, homosexual and crossdressing military forces were forced to withdraw -- since
Obama didn't dare risk them in combat with real fighters
-- he turned the Afghan occupation over to goat-herders,
who were forced to pick up the slack with disastrous consequences.
More than one-sixth of the $19 million Mi-17 helicopters
Obama bought for them have been lost, and more than
half the remainder are disabled from lack of spare parts.

The effect has been to reduce the number of missions
that the Afghan Air Force can fly by about 70 percent.
The average Afghan corps of 18,000 troops only has
three helicopters, enough to transport half a company
simultaneously: Now, the average Afghan army corps
has zero working. This means that instead of flying from
their isolated fire-bases into the battle zone, the Afghans
must take Humvees along one-lane mountain roads, with
predictable consequences.

“Having that air power is a significant advantage to the
Afghan forces that their adversaries don’t have,” U.S. Major General Jeff Taliaferro, Senior Allied Air Commander,
told the press.
But in 2014, Obama imposed sanctions on Russia, barring
the Pentagon from purchasing not only Mi-17s, but, also,
spare parts for them. A "de-industrialized" U.S. economy
lacks the capacity to replace their Russian suppliers, just
as the U.S. space program has proven itself incapable of
replacing Russian rocket engines necessary for everything
from space travel to nuclear missile launches.

“I think the urgency is clear,” Taliaferro told the press.
So American taxpayers, who have already seen Trillions
squandered on conquering and holding part of this Godforsaken mountain-desert in the middle of nowhere,
may now have to foot Billions more to give their goatherding allies more helicopters to wreck, instead of using that money to feed poor White children or build a
wall between the United States and Mexico.

The Pentagon, never one to care about international law,
has worked around the sanctions by breaking them and
contracting helicopter repair work out to firms in Bulgaria, Slovakia, and, the Czech Republic, all of whom purchase their parts from Russia. But, the State Department
is now complaining, pointing out that the Pentagon is
breaking not only international, but also federal law.

While House Republicans, who are just as corrupt as the
Democratic Zionists they nominally oppose, have no
(Continued on page 32)
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A ST. LOUIS KWANZAA
by Earl P. Holt III
‘Twas the night before Kwanzaa, and all through the hood,
Its denizens were restless, and up to no good.
Lookouts were perched at each corner with care,
To alert all the crack-dens if PO-lice came there.
Fumes of “Mad Dog” and weed wafted strong through the air,
While addicts shot smack with nary a care.
The children all braided their corn-rows real tight,
Hoping some white “mark” might stray by that night.
The Crips and the Bloods made their Holiday Peace,
Vowing in common to “F*** the PO-lice.”
And even the whiggers hid under their beds,
While visions of race riots danced in their heads.

problem with this. However, America’s White
working class is saying something different, something that the IMF-World Bankers who installed
the current Afghan government don’t want to
hear.
How this quandary will play out is not clear.
Obama still has the power to wreck the United
States for another two months but, if Donald
Trump is elected President, there is a very good
chance that these kinds of corrupt ventures will
be shut down. (END)

In a crack-house, some scofflaws were lighting more rock,
When all of a sudden, there came a loud knock:
Then what to their wondering eyes did appear?
But St. Louis’ Finest, in full riot gear!
Doors tore from their hinges and crashed to the floor,
As miscreants screamed, terrified to their core.
The cops went to work with their nightsticks in hand,
Swinging at skulls as the criminals ran.
A beating ensued as they tried to escape,
AND NOBODY GOT IT ON VIDEOTAPE !
A loud cry was heard by those able to flee,
“Happy Kwanzaa, you punks, from the SLPD.”

I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU SAID THAT! (Harmful Liberal Absurdities)
By Sidney Secular
"Every child entering school at the age of five is already insane because he comes to school with certain allegiances
toward our Founding Fathers, toward his parents, toward our elected officials, toward a belief in a supernatural being, and toward the sovereignty of this nation as a separate entity. It's up to you, teachers, to make all these sick
children well by creating the international child of the future".
Dr. Chester M. Pierce
Emeritus Professor of Education and Psychiatry at Harvard University (widely acclaimed "African-American" full professor at Massachusetts General Hospital)
"Education should aim at destroying free will so that pupils thus schooled will be incapable for the rest of their lives
of thinking or acting otherwise than as their schoolmasters would have wished."
Bertrand A.W. Russell
British philosopher, mathematician, historian, writer, political activist, social critic and Nobel Laureate (author of famous/infamous essay, "Why I am Not A Christian").
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PEARL HARBOR: THE TRUTH WILL "OUT"
By Earl P. Holt III
One of the more fascinating aspects of Stalin’s Secret
Agents by Stan Evans and Herbert Romerstein is their
unique theory – first hinted at by Evans in his
“Blacklisted by History” – that the attack on Pearl Harbor
may have been orchestrated by Soviet Agents inside the
Roosevelt Administration.

advice of U.S. military and diplomatic experts, and set
about sabotaging any possibility of the U.S. establishing
such a truce.
Instrumental in this treachery was FDR’s de facto civilian
Chief of Staff, a Soviet spy named Lauchlin Currie (Soviet
codename “Page,”) Harry Dexter White at the Treasury
Department (Soviet Codenamed “Jurist,”) and Owen
Lattimore, an Asia expert named as a Soviet spy by defecting communists in Congressional testimony.

This is not mere speculation, but a reasonable interpretation by knowledgeable experts of the many details that
have ultimately come to light concerning what the authors call “…the complex maneuvering of Communist
and pro-Moscow elements during the run-up to Pearl
Harbor…”

These three ran interference to prevent the opinion of
military and diplomatic experts from becoming formal
policy in Washington, thus benefitting their Soviet Masters by obstructing any kind of truce between the U.S and
Japan.

After the Nazi invasion of Russia in the summer of 1941
-- and finding his forces in a life-and-death struggle on
their Western Front -– Stalin’s greatest fear was a second attack from the East by the Nazi’s Axis-ally, Japan:
In effect, this would have created the logistical nightmare of defending against a two-front invasion, separated by nearly 5,000 miles.

One method used to achieve this result was to portray
such an agreement as a “betrayal” of our loyal ally,
Chiang Kai Shek, the anti-communist guerilla leader then
fighting the invading Japanese. Harry Dexter White, the
Soviet NKVD’s “mole” at the Treasury Department called
any truce with Japan a “sell-out of China to her enemies,” with equally strong condemnations echoed by
both Lattimore and Currie.

Consequently, Soviet Intelligence alerted its Agents in the
West to begin efforts to maneuver Japan into a war in
the South Pacific, a strategy clearly intended to benefit
Russia by diverting Japanese forces away from the vulnerable Soviet Eastern Provinces. It didn’t matter to Stalin who the Japanese attacked there –- American, British
or Dutch interests -- so long as it was not Russia, herself.

This chorus of opposition to a truce with Japan eventually
sealed its fate, and the idea was scrapped by Secretary of
State Cordell Hull, who cited the opposition of Chiang Kai
Shek as instrumental and operative in his decision.

Meanwhile, Army Chief of Staff General George Marshall
and Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Harold Stark both
advised the Roosevelt Administration to enter into a
truce with the Japanese, a recommendation echoed by
our veteran U.S. Ambassador to Japan, Joseph Grew.

The irony is that we have only the word of a Soviet spy,
Owen Lattimore, that this was actually Chiang’s opinion,
and Chiang would have been almost totally dependant
upon whatever intelligence Lattimore fed him in the first
place.

Grew and the Army and Navy high commands felt that
America was unprepared to enter into a Pacific war with
the Japanese at that time, and felt that a truce with Japan was the wisest course of action. Moreover, according
to Grew, the Japanese were emphatic in their desire to
enter into just such a truce.

In any event, two weeks before Pearl Harbor, the truce
proposal was scrapped in favor of a hard-line ultimatum
to Japan – written by Harry Dexter White no less! -- that
demanded the withdrawal of all Japanese forces from
Chinese soil. Thus was Japan left with little alternative
than to attack the U.S.

Fearing that any treaty with America would free Japanese forces to attack Russia – and open up an Eastern
Front that Stalin so greatly feared -– these Soviet Assets
began feverish efforts behind the scenes to thwart the

Moreover, it is instructive that a mere three years later,
when Chiang’s anti-communist forces were battling the
communist forces of Mao Tse-tung for control of China,
(Continued on page 35)
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Revenge, Retaliation and Reprisal
Book Review By Nancy Hitt (hunleyhitt@gmail.com)
Articles continue to be drafted about inhumane house
burnings, beatings, tortures and murders that occurred in
several Northwest Missouri counties that became the
battleground of Quantrill and the James and Younger
brothers. Those interested in the War for Southern Independence are likely familiar with the “burnt district”
where chimneys stood as soulful sentinels in that area.

forces retaliated by executing six randomly-selected Confederate prisoners in St. Louis, 150 miles to the North.

Clint Lacy’s book, Blood in the Ozarks: Union War Crimes
Against Southern Sympathizers and Civilians in Occupied Missouri covers similar Union outrages that took
place in Southeast Missouri. It focuses upon events that
took place in 1863 and 1864, especially one particularly
outrageous killing of civilians on Christmas Day, 1863,
and the burning of the town of Doniphan.

The 3R’s of revenge, retaliation and reprisal, culminating in the Union execution of six innocent Confederates, was directly linked to the Wilson Massacre and the
burning down of the town of Doniphan.

Clint Lacy is a life-long Missourian, born in southeastern
Missouri and is a member of the Sons of Confederate
Veterans. His works have been published in The Barnes
Review and on a variety of websites.

(The paperbound copy of Blood in the Ozarks contains
157 pages with photos and illustrations. It sells for $17
plus $5 shipping from Poisoned Pen Publishing, P.O. Box
2770, Stafford, VA 22555.)

The author investigates a controversial Union attack
which took place in Ripley County in southeast Missouri,
in which some 60 civilians of all ages and 30 or more Confederate soldiers were ambushed and gunned down
while attending a Christmas Day celebration at the Tom
Pulliam farm.
There have been some particularly vocal Yankee supporters who denied this massacre ever occurred: However,
Clint Lacy used a variety of documents and witness testimonies to prove this Union atrocity actually did take
place. The officer accused of ordering this massacre was
Union Major James Wilson of the 3rd Missouri State Militia.
Christmas was typically a day of restricted military operations, but Major Wilson used this sacred day as an opportunity to attack Confederate soldiers enjoying dinner
with a group of civilians. The release of Union prisoners
held captive by the Confederates at that farm was used
as a pretext to justify the slaughter of women, children
and old men, as well as Confederate Soldiers in attendance.
Months later, Major Wilson and six of the soldiers who
participated in the massacre (or the burning down of the
town of Doniphan) were executed by the Confederates in
retaliation. The unfortunate outcome of these executions
came in the form of an equally deadly reprisal: Union
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HEADLINES FROM DIVERSE NEWS SOURCES
By Nelson Waller

these very same Soviet Agents successfully destroyed
Chiang with an equally skillful chorus of lies and vitriol -while unilaterally withholding $200 Million in gold promised Chiang by FDR -- in order to benefit the communist
Mao Tse-tung, a Soviet ally at the time.

Waller is a life member of the CofCC and a longtime
Informer contributor. The italics are his comments.
FRENCH PATRIOTS SPRAY IMMIGRANT RECEPTION CENTER WITH BULLETS. A thoughtful response to a brutal
invasion.

For 75 years, there has been endless speculation about
how such a disaster as the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor could have occurred. Unfortunately, any investigation
was limited by one crucial omission: The full extent of Soviet penetration of the Roosevelt Administration was unknown until 1995, when the VENONA Cables were finally
released under the Freedom of Information Act. (END)

E-MAIL ABOUT WHITE GENOCIDE SENT TO HARVARD
STUDENTS PROMPTS CALL FOR POLICE INVESTIGATION.
Millions of such brilliantly simple stratagems will bring
our cause a very high profile.
FLIP-FLOP: NIGEL FARAGE BACK AS UKIP LEADER. Good
news as Farage, like Trump, has been getting smarter
and bolder by the minute.
(Continued on page 36)

SURVEY RE CofCC NATIONAL CONFERENCES
The Executive Board of the CofCC is weighing the value of holding our National Conferences. Currently, we are focused
on educational and informational efforts using the CITIZENS INFORMER and our Website.
Communists and their henchmen "of color" have made it very difficult to organize such Conferences: These cowards
threaten the lives and safety of hotel employees in order to force the cancellation of our reservations, as they did with
our 2015 Nashville Conference.
It is obvious that this criminal element fears the truths we tell, since truth is their greatest enemy. That’s why the vast
majority of their efforts involve attempts to censor any conservative opposition.
This could be mistakenly interpreted as some sort of retreat, but it is not: Instead, it really involves redirecting our
efforts and activities where our resources can be best utilized.
Moreover, there are other legitimate reasons to forsake holding National Conferences, including the expense and
effort involved in organizing them. Few Members realize just how much trouble they are to plan, and how expensive
the mailings and reservations are, in addition to the costs of airline fares and accommodations for guest speakers.

For these reasons, we would like to hear from Members. Please complete the following brief survey, in which we ask
only two questions:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#1 Should the CofCC continue to hold National Conferences?

(YES)

#2 If the CofCC held a National Conference in a safe venue (Central Tennessee,)
is it likely that you would attend the next one?
(YES)

(NO)
(NO)

INSTRUCTIONS: Tear off this page, complete the survey, and mail it to:
CofCC Survey, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO, 63664-0250
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POLAND’S INTERIOR MINISTER ACCURATELY BLAMES
NICE TERROR ATTACK ON “Multiculturalism.” Even as
America's "elite" force more of it on us.

Headlines (Continued from page 35)

FAT, DISRUPTIVE BLACK EVICTED AT DONALD TRUMP
RALLY BY WHITE PATRIOTS. Extreme times call for extreme frankness -- and gusto.

DONALD TRUMP SNUBS NAACP, REFUSES TO SPEAK TO
USELESS BLACK AGITATORS. Let's hope he means it and
stays the course.

TARGET SALES DROP 7.2% FOLLOWING ADOPTION OF
PRO-TRANSEXUAL BATHROOM POLICY. Make it a boycott, and make it permanent.

HUNGARIAN MILITARY DEPLOYED TO REINFORCE
SOUTHERN BORDER FENCE. Save the planet...jail Soros!
PATRIOTIC AMERICANS VANDALIZE RHODE ISLAND
MOSQUE. Liberal-concocted "diversity" is vandalizing the
western world wholesale.

FILIPINO PRESIDENT DUTERTE TAUNTS U.N. AND SAYS
DRUG USERS AREN’T HUMAN. He's starting to look like
the most courageous and sensible head of state on earth!

SUPREME COURT BLOCKS PRESIDENT OBAMA’S ILLEGAL
AMNESTY. This must spur us on to ever more effective
activism.

JEWS SEEK TO FLEE THE U.K. FOR GERMANY AFTER
BREXIT VOTE. Meanwhile, other Jews are fleeing the multicultural Germany they've contrived.

REAP WHAT YOU SOW: MIGRANTS SET UP SQUATTER
CAMPS NEAR GEORGE CLOONEY’S ITALIAN VILLA. Will
the filthy rich liberals take them all in?

WOMAN SHOOTS DRONE: “IT HOVERED FOR A SECOND
AND I BLASTED IT TO SMITHEREENS.” She was cleaning
shotguns after church.

POLISH GOVERNMENT FLAT OUT REFUSING TO TAKE
ANY MORE “REFUGEES” AFTER BRUSSELS ATTACK.
Who's the "shining city on a hill," now?

INTERNAL POLARIZATION LEADING ISRAEL TO CIVIL
WAR, FORMER MOSSAD CHIEF SAYS. They can’t help
subverting even their own homeland.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE WILL STOP ARRESTING STUDENTS
FOR PASSING OUT CONSTITUTION. Orwellian scenarios
die a little with each such advance.

THE BROKEN CHESSBOARD: BRZEZINSKY GIVES UP ON
EMPIRE. Why have we tolerated sinister aliens like him
ruling and wrecking the world?

POLAND – GOVERNMENT ABOLISHES LUDICROUS
COUNCIL DESIGNED TO FIGHT “RACISM.” Another problem that never existed before Americanization.

HUNGARIAN POLITICIAN PROPOSES PLACING PIG
HEADS ALONG BORDER. Grease the streets of Paris too!
WE MADE THE COVER OF TIME. A Joel Stein cover article
"Why we're losing the Internet to the culture of hate" -his smear term for true patriotism.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI’S ENROLLMENT PLUMMETS
DUE TO ITS ANTI-WHITE AGENDA. Why is academe run
by the stupidest and most cowardly blunderers imaginable?

MORE THAN HALF OF YOUNG SERBS OPPOSE JOINING
THE E.U. The sides are switched: Truth blooms where
communism recently marauded.

“GET OUT TRAITOR”: GERMAN PEOPLE CHASE JUSTICE
MINISTER TO HIS ARMORED MERCEDES. Justice there
must be like justice here.

FAKE CIA AGENT AND FOX NEWS “TERROR EXPERT”
WAYNE SIMMONS SENTENCED TO PRISON FOR LYING
TO THE PUBLIC FOR YEARS. May the entire governmentmedia complex follow him down.

NORWAY OFFERS TO PAY ASYLUM SEEKERS $1,000 BONUS TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY. Let’s repurpose America's
military budget!

NBC EXECUTIVE SEIZED AND PERMANENTLY EXPELLED
FROM PUTIN’S RUSSIA. More well deserved humiliation
for America's kosher "elite."

HUNGARY’S PM ORBAN: “’ISLAMIZATION’ BANNED BY
THE CONSTITUTION.” Does Hungary appreciate having
the most honest chief executive in Europe?

FRENCH PRIME MINISTER VALLS BOOED AT SERVICE REMEMBERING VICTIMS OF NICE TERROR ATTACK. Let the
ruling demons be denounced everywhere.

FLORIDA AIRPORT GIVES T.S.A. THE BOOT: WILL NOW
OUTSOURCE SCREENING TO PRIVATE COMPANY. Fire
feds and hire humans? What's the world coming to?
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SLUMLORD
by Earl P. Holt III ©
exception, leftists who pontificate about welfare, blacks,
"inner cities," or the "underclass" are posturing frauds,
liars, and hypocrites: Their minimal contact with the underclass has rarely (if ever) included a business relationship with these, the very objects of their misplaced sympathies.

FORWARD
In October of 1984, I bought a beautiful, 100 year old 18unit apartment building in the nearly all-black area of St.
Louis, Missouri known as "north" St. Louis. My building
was located across a major thoroughfare from the nowvacant tract of land that once housed St. Louis' infamous
Pruit-Igoe Public Housing Project, (destroyed by savages, and ultimately dynamited in the mid-1970s.) What at
the time seemed like the fairly straightforward act of purchasing a rental property to rehab, became the definitive
experience of my life.

A wise man once remarked that (paraphrase) "Nothing
cures an enthusiasm for integration like a good dose of
niggers." Likewise, few experiences in life work to cool
an enthusiasm for the "plight of the underclass" like extended contact with them. Just as there are few liberal
cops, THERE ARE NO LIBERAL SLUMLORDS!

My 135 foot-long by 50 foot-wide building was two stories high, had a "Federal" facade, and took up a quarter
of an entire city block. Despite these features, its purchase price was only $12,500, with $5,000 down and the
balance financed at 8.5 percent. These remarkably attractive terms are evidence of the depressed nature of most
rental real estate in predominately black areas: These
terms reflect the unique difficulties of owning and managing property rented to blacks in this era of drugs, violence, irresponsibility, incivility, crime and other manifestations of the welfare subculture.

Which brings me to the purpose of this book: I wish to
dispel the laughable notion of the "noble" poor in America's inner cities, a ludicrous stereotype subscribed to by
whores in the Corrupt Leftist Media, liberals, socialists,
bleeding hearts, do-gooders, poverty pimps, and the endless litany of other apologists for our cesspool-like welfare system, each of whom has a vested interest in perpetuating it FOREVER! There is nothing at all "noble"
about the denizens of the "underclass," a fact which
most would be perfectly willing to concede after the four
or five stiff drinks necessary to pry the truth from them.

Over the next 4 years, while I daily attempted to repair
and improve it, my building experienced five or six murders, and was often fired upon by shotguns and highpowered rifles. In addition, I learned more about lowerclass blacks, drugs, violence and the many scams of the
welfare state than all our politicians, social workers, policy "wonks," or welfare apologists will ever know. There is
no substitute for actually being there and seeing these
depredations on a daily basis.

In fact, most members of the underclass are only too
aware of how sordid their lives and those around them
are: So much so that they find it extremely disconcerting
when a white man becomes privy to such insights
through personal experience, and is confronted with the
stunningly unpleasant reality that there's compelling validity to most (if not ALL!) of even the worst stereotypes
ascribed to lower-class blacks.
In addition to describing the extremely sordid nature of
underclass existence, I also wish to dispel the quaint notion that such an ignoble fate arbitrarily devolves upon

Moreover, it's probably an ironclad principal of human
behavior that you never really "know" someone -- or at
least you never really have insight into someone's character -- until you've done business with them. Without

(Continued on page 38)
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from this book no wiser for the experience: However,
they'll be much better informed!

Slumlord (Continued from page 37)

innocent or undeserving people from "out of the
blue." Most members of the underclass are singularly
responsible for their own plight, and have worked diligently over the years to ensure their predicaments
through their actions and choices on an almost-daily basis.

YANCY
When I first bought my apartment building, I immediately
experienced severe problems collecting rent. I eventually
came to realize that this is a permanent feature of the
low-income rental landscape. At the time, however, I
knew no better and subscribed to quaint, "Eurocentric"
notions of individual responsibility, fairness, legal obligations, quid pro quo, and other anachronistic traditions,
which I naively assumed were shared by underclass
blacks as essential preconditions for commerce to prosper. (I had been indoctrinated with such cant in high
school and college!)

With few exceptions, the homeless and near-homeless
members of the underclass have cheated, lied to, vandalized, burglarized, robbed (or even killed!) every landlord
from whom they've ever rented.
Moreover, the choice to use illegal drugs, the choice to
sell drugs as an alternative to real employment, the reflexive nature of their lies, "get-overs" and crime, the
proliferation of illegitimate children, the option to accept
welfare as a substitute for working, the choice to use violence as a means of dispute settlement, the willingness to
condone criminal conduct by family or friends, and the
ubiquity of alcohol and drug consumption, all contribute
to their predicaments.

I also had the added difficulty of trying to compile an accurate roster of my legal and current tenants. This latter
problem stemmed from a number of characteristics
unique to the inner cities and its denizens, one of which
is the fact that many black "squatters" simply kick-in
doors when the opportunity presents itself, and move
into a building without benefit of permission, lease, or
rent.

Also, I wish to illustrate why the largely black areas that
are found within America's inner cities inevitably become
dangerous, squalid cesspools, which no intelligent person
– fully aware of what they were getting into -- would ever
consider owning or managing. (I was a naive FOOL !) As
much as any other factor, this accounts for the housing
"shortages" in all-black areas: A situation often cited by
socialists and social engineers as "deplorable," requiring
massive and expensive federal housing initiatives.

Often, a family or group living arrangement finds this
necessary after being evicted from another building, or
after they have destroyed one by fire or neglect. Rather
than face life "on the street," they scout around for a
building which isn't carefully managed, and whose occupants are equally at home in squalid surroundings. After
finding a likely candidate, all that is required is to kick
down the door, move in, and then prop the door in position behind them. At this point, they are "adequately"
housed until they are evicted again.

In point of fact, the condition of inner city housing is an
inevitable consequence of the caliber of people who routinely inhabit such areas, and no amount of federal money will ever change that fact.

One such individual was a small, wiry black male in his
early to mid 20s named "Yancy," who I found residing in
my building after I took possession following closing. This
was puzzling, since there was no indication of any kind
describing Yancy in the records maintained by the management company hired by the previous owner.

In order to make this book as entertaining as possible, I
will include as much underclass "vernacular" as I can reasonably use without disrupting its flow or offending sensitive readers. I will also attempt to illustrate the dynamics of certain behavior patterns and practices that are
unique to underclass blacks.

Yancy's most distinctive physical feature was a pronounced "wall-eyed" look. It would be laughable to say
that his eyes "focused," since they were aimed about 45
degrees apart. In all probability, the number "45" described his I.Q. as well.

Honest readers will gain a much better understanding of
the entire welfare subculture, and will be far better
equipped to enter the public policy debates surrounding
housing and welfare. Leftist readers may come away

(Continued on page 39)
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This effort consisted of his stringing a series of coat hangers from the electrical "weatherhead," (where the overhead electric lines are connected to a building,) and illegally running this improvisation through the exterior
brick wall and into his unit to obtain electricity. It also
brought an entirely new dimension to the expression
“nigger-rigged!”

Slumlord (Continued from page 38)

Despite his staggering intellectual shortcomings, he was
nevertheless quite accomplished at lying and evasion.
This he demonstrated to me for several months by successfully avoiding the Process Servers from the Sheriff's
office, who attempted to serve him on the "Unlawful Detainer" (eviction) brought against him by the new management firm I had retained at that time.

In addition to the extreme danger of electrical shock
from 60 Amps and 110 volts carried by these thin, noninsulated wires, there was the added risk of fire, since his
"wiring" job threw off impressive sparks whenever the
wind blew. For these reasons I contacted the electric
company in St. Louis to disconnect his overhead lines
immediately after discovering the situation during my
first week of ownership.

Yancy lived with a girlfriend of equivalent class and character, along with their two or three year-old child. I often
observed Yancy dragging the child around in a haphazard
manner, reminiscent of the subjects of Jane Goodall's
research, who were often filmed dragging their young
about by a single limb, in an equally absentminded manner.

One day a churchwoman I knew named Essie Bates happened by my building, said hello, and asked how things
were going. "Mother Bates" as she was called, had earlier
expressed an interest in obtaining an apartment for her
daughter, Beckie and the daughter's boyfriend, Clint,
should a vacancy occur. We were on friendly terms at the
time.

Yancy had moved in illegally, never paid rent to anyone,
and had no intention of EVER paying rent under ANY circumstances in his lifetime. Yet, whenever Yancy saw me
working around the building, he invariably called out to
me to inform me that his toilet didn't work.
Needless to say, I was in no great hurry to repair anything
for this low-life, and had become exceedingly frustrated
by the inability of the management company's lawyers to
successfully evict this bastard in small claims court. I usually responded with a wave of my hand and by muttering
something sarcastic like, "You bet Yancy: I'll get right on
it, as soon as I can."

"Well, Earl, how are things going" she asked with her
usual good cheer.
"Oh fine, Mrs. Bates" I responded, "Except I'm having
trouble with this one tenant."
"Who's giving you trouble?" she asked indignantly.

It would never have occurred to him that there was an
element of irony in any request for me to fix something
in the apartment of someone who had kicked in its door,
had gained entry illegally, had never paid a dime in rent,
and who I was desperately trying to evict. In fact, he was
a trespasser, if not guilty of breaking and entering.

"Oh, this guy named 'Yancy': I can't get him out," I said.
Spying him half-way across the back yard, she hollered
out to him: "YANCY: GET YO' ASS OVER HERE THIS MINUTE!"
"Yes Ms. Bates," a sheepish and demonstrably cowed
Yancy replied, as he shuffled over to her, head bowed, in
a manner appropriately reminiscent of the
"Step'n'Fetchit" character.

The only thought that seemed to penetrate his extremely
thick, "Homo Habilis"-like skull was the notion that something in his apartment was broken, and I was the appropriate person to repair it. That such requests normally
involve legal obligations arising from a landlord-tenant
relationship -- in which a lease is signed and rent is paid -was apparently beyond his capacity to comprehend.

"Yancy," she says, "You get yo' ass out of here by tomorrow mornin', and don't you never bother this man
again."
"Yes Ms. Bates," he muttered unhappily. (I, on the other
hand, silently sang her praises to the Heavens!)

Yancy was also a risk to the other tenants. Whether he
had ever had a working account with the utility companies is a mystery known only to them and himself, but he
did take the initiative to do a little "wiring" in his unit.

(Continued on page 40)
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it out, his toilet was, indeed, in desperate need of service.

Slumlord (Continued from page 39)

When I mentioned Yancy to her, I had no idea Mrs. Bates
had ever met him in her life. Ironically, it turned out that
Mrs. Bates was Yancy's "Godmother." (This, I learned later, meant she had provided foster care for him, making
her eligible for AFDC or some sort of state funding until
he reached the age of 21.)

He and his girlfriend had filled the toilet to its rim with
human waste until it overflowed onto the floor, forming
menacing black puddles around the base of the toilet.
After they filled the toilet to overflowing, they then apparently improvised by using several 5 gallon plastic
buckets in which drywall cement and paint are sold.
Three or four of these were evident in one corner of the
kitchen, where they too remained neglected after also
being filled to overflowing.

"Mother" Bates had apparently done this with as many
as ten or twelve children, a brood which must have provided a very respectable "cash-flow," at least until they
reached 21, as many now appeared to be doing. This
explained her interest in lining up rental units for her favorite children.

Being practical folks, when they finally ran out of plastic
buckets, they flipped their refrigerator onto its back -their electric having been disconnected long ago! -- and
eliminated their waste into their now superfluous refrigerator!

The notion that many lower-class blacks see children as a
meal-ticket, rather than an end in themselves, is not novel to those who have extended experience with them.

To say the stench was overwhelming would be a gross
understatement. There are few things on Earth that smell
as bad as human waste products that have been permitted to decompose for several months without proper
disposal.

One summer evening, returning from dinner at the home
of friends in a fashionable area of south St. Louis, I was
stopped at a traffic light near my house when a car pulled
up alongside me in the adjacent lane. Their windows
were rolled down, as were mine, and I heard the black
male passenger say to the black female driver, “Bitch,
give me some o’ that check: Thass MY baby, too!”

Fortunately, I never saw Yancy again, nor was his name
ever again uttered, which suited me just fine. However,
the smell that lingered for months in Yancy's former unit
was a constant reminder to me that evolution is not an
inevitable feature of the human condition.

In any event, Yancy WAS out by the next morning, the
fear of Mother Bates having motivated him in a way that
no process-server from the Sheriff's office or small claims
judge ever could have done. Yancy was, however, correct
about his toilet: When we finally got into his unit to clear

(To be continued...)
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